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Lions Club Holds
Meeting On Tuesday
Two Murray State University
students, both music majors,
presented the program at the
Murray Lions Club's "Children's
Night" at the Murray Woman's
Club House Tuesday night. Lion
Marvin Harris wa sin charge of
the special program and children of the Lions were special
guests.
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Kathy Lockhart Named
President Of Society

Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary

Persons Injured
In Accident Here

Mr. And Mrs. Neville Williams
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Protest March Tuesday
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Charity Ball Set For June 9
At Calloway County Club

Annual Homecoming To
Be At Martins Chapel

Seven Local Civitans
TtSio To Convention
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Representative Frank A. Stubblefield of Kentucky's First District has introduced legislation
to exempt the Delta Queen from
complying with certain standards established by the Coast
Guard. The Delta Queen had
previously been given a twi• A report was made by the
year postponement from comnominating committee and ofplying with these standards, but
ficers for the 1970-71 club year Dear Editor:
this period of grace is due to
will be elected at the May 26th
The turn of events in our a6
expire June 30, 1970. Stubblemeeting. Also at that meeting tion In the last few years pea
field had introduced the earlier
a selection will be made for lea me. In History we study*' Kathy Lockhart of Murray
legislation granting the postInternational Convention Dele- bout the great unity of our nat- has been elected presideet of
Alpha Limbda Delta freshman
ponement.
gates.
ion in wars past, but it stems
woneses honor society at Mur"In view of the Delta Queen's
our people now will not stand
Lion A. IL Kopperud will be
popularity and its being practireY St" University for the
united against an agressor. At- 1970-71
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
school year. '
In charge of the delegate selec- ter World War II the great recally sold out for the 1970 seaSAIGON 'UN — The U. S.
tion to the International Con spect given to us by other coun- The ciaLgtPter of Mrs- "
son," Stubblefield said, "I feel
2 1311
Command today announced the
vention in Atlanta City this tries was won by proving to C. Lockhart of 418 South Eighthat to close down the operafirst withdrawal of American
th
Street,
Mies
Lockhart
is/maJuly.
tion of this last overnight padthem we would protect thole
troops from Cambodia, fulfillecing in sociology and special
President Z. C. Enix remind and any
dle-wheel steamboat would disnation large or small
ing President Nixon's promise
education.
ed the club of the State Con- against an
appoint too many vacationers."
agressor.
to have some GIs pulled out by
Requirements for membership
vention to be held in Louisville
He reported that he has had
I don't mean to cut down all
midweek. Viet Cong terrorists
in the society are a 3.5 or aJune 5-7.
numerous requests from perprotests because our nation II
carried out two attacks in Saibove grade point average ona
The May Board of Directors
sons all over this part of the
built on protecting or voicing 4.0
gon overnight, one of them ascale for the first semester
meeting will be hosted by Lion
country, espectatly from Paa different 'idea. I don't mis of thefreehman year.
gainst
a U.S. billet
Price
"Pop"
Doyle
Frank
Members
Fazi.
ducalians since Paducah is a
to refer just to the war in
remain active throughout thol:
port of call for the steamboat
nam. I believe that our
eophomore year.
Official sources said 1,000 to
on its summer cruises, to keep
there is not a militaryvicteel
1,500 men of the 3rd Silgado,
the overnight passenger vessel
It's the principles of peace
U. S. 9th Infantry Division withoperating on the Mississippi
freedom we're fighting for.
drew Tuesday from the ParRiver.
People now seem to want our
rota Beak of Cambodia west of
Representative Stubblefield's
, nation to isolate itself. We hat
Saloon, leaving an estimated
bill to save the Delta Queen
studied other nations that trial
17,000 Americane and 23,000
has been referred to the House
isolationism but after a few
South Vietnamese still involved
Merchant Marine and Fisheries- Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi was head of the Fine Arts De- years a once great and powerf
in the cross-border campaign.
Committee of which Stubble- Mu Alpha Sinfonia will honor partment at Murray State until nation would become weak an
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Department.
missioned portrait of Doyle by is the premier performance V. Communism is like • cancer, Murray Police
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Mrs. Henry Holton, a Murray Gamma Delta's commissioned ignoring it won't make it go
goo. Five GIs were reported
Isabelle Pitre, age
resident. Doyle was a charter work, "Chamber Music 1970", away. Overlooking it only makes age 28, and
Mr. and Mrs. Neville Wil- the Murray Woman's Club slain and 44 wounded against
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The following two stories were
written by students of the sixth
grade at Carter Elementary School, Mrs. Opal Howard and Mrs.
Peggy Wilson, teachers,on Earth
Day. One from each class room
Is being published.
——
"Earth Day Is Every Day"
By Lisa Jones
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WE

hope that the State Highway Department will correct the
situation at Murray High School before some unfortueste acid,
dent occurs.
Caution lights were installed recently on Main Street, on each
side of the school and we appreciate this effort on the part of the
Highway Department to improve the situation.
However, the installation of the lights actually has predated
more difficult situation which should be resolved at once.
even
an
The caution lights blink to warn the motorist and the word
"school" is centered between the lights, but no speed limit sign
is posted while the lights are in operation. On either side of the
lights and in the center of the block in front of the high school
"35 miles per hour" signs are prominently displayed.
A person can use cautionivhile driving 35 miles per hour,
but we believe that the intent of the signals is for a person to
slow to perhaps 15 miles per hour.
To further complicate the !situation, a motorist does not have
to stop at the intersections even though children are trying to
get across the intersection at Eighth and Main or Ninth and Main.
We know that the purpose of the new installation was to make
traffic on Main Street smoother and to present fewer stops between 12th Street and the clowetown area. This is well and good
but some sign or some person should be on hand at the intersections to insure the fact that children can cross without incident.
As we have intimated, the purpose of this editorial is not to,
score the Highway Department, but to improve the situation at the
two intersections.
We feel sure that the Highway Department, working with
the City, can develop a safer traffic situation at Murray High.
while at the same time impeding the flow of traffic as little as
possible.
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the Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
Miss Beverly Calloway, now owner and operator of
S. Knott, Rout. Four, who won
Mrs.
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to
kit
make-up
$50
a
in Murray, is presenting
firm Second prize wont to
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this
opening
grand
the
during
first prim in a drawing held
e Turner, Ill N. 20th
Mn.Clyd
by
prize
won
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Ronda Clark of Rout* Three and third
(Staff Photo By Gene MeCuteheon)
Street.

battle like in Vietnam. I mean a
fight against pollution.
Some people will contribute
a dollar to the cause and say,
"I've done my pare" and forget
It. Otters will say "I'm all for
cleaning up America",but then do
nothing about it. These kind Of
people irritate me,
On the 1st day of May,the sixth
graders at Carter School took
action. We visited a florist and
ordered some flowers. May 7th
they arrived and we all took part
in planting the flowers. We put
two gerainiums, three mums,
and two azaleas around the sign
In front of the school and by our
fence we put a rose bush, In back
of our school another flower
was made. Now our school has
been partly beautified and we will
always know we took a part to
make Earth Day every day.
—
—
"Earth Day Is Every Day"
By Kathryn Jean Coleman
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Earth Day is everyday because
we need a clean and beautiful
world to survive. The following
are a few thoughts for every
day.
The E is for environment. We
have to have a clean environment
to stay alive.
A is for animals. We need animals for many reasons such as
food, pleasure and an old way o
transportation especially in remote areas.
R is for resource and man is
quickly using up his natural resources which he needs to save.
T is for trees. Man has cut
many trees and there has been
Kentucky siablorshil2
much sell erosion but man has
Tommy Taylor of Taylor Motors, Inc., Diamond Rio's Murray, services for Diamond
come to his senses and planted
with his wife Anna Faye and Barry DeVIne, vice presiesnernartuatine
trees to once again cover the
tee Trucks.
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ram'
Prog
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RETURN FROM
22
May
Set At Benton On

the night
A is for air. We should have
clean air. Won't you do something about it.
Y is for yuck! That is what
some people think about picking
up a tiny piece of paper to clean
up the world. Do You?
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On April 22, 1970,anatioewide
fight took place. I do not mean a

"The Untamed's( Lute demi et a Cummenlity Is she
Integrity et Am aiawapeaar•

ACTION IS NEEDED
•

forest.
H is for health. We need good
health but with all of the pollution we may not have that for
long.
D is for day, but if we (ea
nothing about smog we soon will
not be able to tall the day from
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Three marooned astronauts.
And only 55 minutes left to rescue them

While the whole world watches and waits....
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Former Athletes Named To
Murray State Hall Of Fame
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Three former Murray State in in 1958. He was lisad coach at
University athletes, Pete Gudau- Metropolis, M. High School in
skas, Howie Crittenden, and Cha- 1958-59, head coach at Calloway
rles Allen, and a former coach, County High School from 1960Carlisle CutChin, nave been flam- 65, assistant coach at the University of Missouri in 1965-66. He
ed to the A4S11 Andetic Hall
has been principal of Calloway
Fame.
The four will be honored at the Comb, High School since 1966.
MSU All-Sports Banquet May 19. Allen, a hurdler andlong jumper bar the track team, von first
Gudauskas, a tackle on the football team from 1937-39,was nam- places in the OVC meet in all
ed to the Little AU-America team his events in 1962 when he was
In 1938, to the All-Southern Inter- a freshman, setting records in
the low hurdles and long jump
collegiate Athletic Association
Team the same year, and to the and tying the record in the 00
All-Kentucky Intercollegiate Ath- hurdles. He missed the 1963track
letic Conference team in 1937, season but was back in 1964
1938, and 1939. A tackle, he also to win firsts in the conference
meet in the high and intermediakicked extra points and field
telurdles, again setting records
goals and scored 28 points in his In
both, and to help the 440three varsity seasons with the
relay to a conference championRacers. Murray compiled an 19.
7-3 record during his three years ship.
In the 1965 conference meet,
of play.
he won the intermediate hurAfter graouanon 'and service, dles with a new record and was
Gudanskas played for theChicage second in the highs despite settBears from 1943 through 1945. ing a school record of :14.2
The '43 Bear team was world In the highs; :37.1 in the 330champion. He ldcked 86 extra intermediate: :24.3 in the lows;
points for the Bears without a 23-5 in the long jump, and 44-10
miss and his field goal in 1944 In the triple jump. The best
gave the Bears a win against the time for a 440 relay team of
College All-Stars.
which he was a member was
Gudauskas now lives in Cin- 41,2, and the best time for a mile
cinnati where he is owner and relay 3:13.6.
manager of Gudauskas Heating
Allen is currently a member of
and Air -Conditioning Company.
Crittenden, aguardon the bask- the United States Air Force.
Mr. Cutchin was head football
etball team from 1952-56, is the
top Murray scorer of all time coach of the Racers from 1925
with 2015 points in 104 games. until MO,head basketball coach
He had a career scoring average from 1926 until 1941, head baseof 19.4 points. He also holds Mur- ball coach from 1925 until 1951,
ray career records for the most and athletic director from 1125
field goals (643), the most free until 1940.
His football record was 36throws (730), and the most free
11-4
and two of his teams were
(999).
He
also
throws attempted
holds the season and single game undefeated. His 1926 team was
records for free throws and free 6-0-1 and his '28 team was 9-0-1.
His basketball teams won 253
throws attempted.
His most prolific season was in games 'and lost 91. Under his
1953-54 when he scored 652 points tenure the 1930 team was Mississippi Valley Conference chamfor a 21.0 average.
He was named to the All-Ohio pion, the 1936 team Southern
Valley Conference team in 1954, Intercollegiate champion, and
1955, and 1956, and to the Ken- the 1941 team Kentucky Intercotucky Invitational Tournament llegiate champion. The 1941 team
team in 1955 and 1956. He led finished second in the NAIA Tourthe Racers to the KIT champion- nament and the '43 team finished
d. His best seasons were
ship in 1956.
19-2 in 1930, 17-3 in 1932, 23-2
Following graduation in '56,he
1936, 22-3 in 1937, 27-4 in
_played AAU basketball for the 1938, and 25-5 in 1941.
-Peoria Caterpillars from '56 thr- Recor& for his baseball team
ough 'to and wan named to the a Illiavailable.
AAU All - America team each The Murray football stadium
year. He was a member of the named in his honor. Mr.CutchAmerican team that toured Russ- died in 1953.

Twins Fall To Baltimore;
New York Beats Milwaukee
By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer

1,1 •
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The Minnesota Twins lost a 54 decision to the Baltimore
Orioles Tuesday night and
manager
Bill Rigney was
incensed over an out call made
against Rod Carew on an
attempted steal in the ninth
inning which ended the game
and perhaps deprived Minnesota of a big inning.
The Twins had runners on
first and third and one out in
the ninth and Harmon Killebrew batting when the disputed
- play occurred. Killebrew struck
out and Carew broke for second
and was 'pegged out by catcher
Elrod Hendricks to complete a
double play and end the game.
A two-run double by Frank
Robinson in the fifth inning and
a two-run triple by Don Buford
in the sixth pxovided the
Orioles with the runs they
needed to win their eighth
consecutive_game. Mike Cuellar
went 6 1-3 innings to receive
credit for his fourth victory of
the season. Brant Alyea of the
Twins had the game's only
home run.
In other American League
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‘iuRRAY, Ky. — Murray State University clinched the
'6,,:ern division championship of the Ohio Valley Conference
4th a doubleheader triumph over Middle Tennessee University,
Tuesday.
The Racers won both games by a 10 margin. Tennessee

American League

WILL HAVE A MEETING
THURSDAY
at 7 p.m.
- at -

CORVETTE LANES
1415 Main Street
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Twalley'S alias,
Baltimore 5, Minnesota 4
Boston at California, night
New York 9, Milwaukee
Washington at Oakland, night
Chic0(10 7, Detroit 2
Kansas City at Clevelend, night

Baltimore
New York
Detroit
Baum
Washington
Cleveland

Phone 153-2202

Chicago
New York
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Maltreat

h also Jook a doubleheader,
Lesday, outdistancing Eastern
Kentucky to wrap up the EastCincinnati
Los Angeles
division crown.
Anent*
The division winners will meet
San Francisco
Houston
,^ .1 best two-out-of-three series
tan Diego
:n decide the conference crown
Tessissos Rasatts
weekend.
New York S. Manama 4
St. Louts 9. PhilatG101114 5
The Racers will host TennesChicago 4. AtiaMa 3 (11 Inning')
Cinclithati 5, Pittsburgh 3
-e Tech, Friday, in a doubleHoustoe at Los Angeles. night
nigh?
San Francisco at fan Diego.
-icier for the first two games.
t. third game, if necessary,
0e 1 1
be, played at Cookeville,
turday.
Errorless defense and heads
pitching were the keys to
• urray's twin triumph.
- Randy White, of Paducah,
.- rled his second straight two
rest
the
hit
, I;er in the first game. He
Francisco only one
of the way.

Banks Cavorts In Outfield
Following 500th HR Tuesday
By STU CAREN
UPI Sports Writer
The 39-year-old Ernie Banks,
a veteran of 18 major league
seasons presented a strange
sight Tuesday, almost an hour
after the Cubs 4-3, 11-inning
victory over the Atlanta
Braves. There was Ranks,
1n the outfield,
cavorting
singing, clicking 'his heels and
exclaiming, "I feel like I'm 12
years old."
There was good reason for
Banks' joyous celebration for
he had just contributed to
Chicago's blest triumph with
his third homer of the season
and two runs batted in. What
made Tuesday's accomplishments noteworthy was the fact
he became only the ninth
player Id hit 500 or more
lifetime homers and only the
12th player to exceed the 1,600
RBI mark.
Despite Bank's homer, the
Cubs were trailing, 3,2 in the
ninth before a home run by
Billy Williams tied the score.
Ron Santo's bases loaded single
In the 11thgave Chicago its
win.
Rico Carty of Atlanta went 3for-3 to extend his hitting
streak to 30 games but the
Braves' Hank Aaron was held
hitless and still needs five more
hits to become only the ninth
player to reach the 3,000 mark.
In other National League
games, Cincinnati beat pit.
tsburgh, 5-3; Houston clipped
Los Angeles, 8-3; St. Louis
topped Philadelphia, 9-5; San
Diego edged San Francisco
6-5 and New York beat Montreal
8-4.
Lee May's ninth homer
snapped a 2-2 tie in the seventh
and Johnny Bench belted a tworun drive in the ninth for
Cincinnati
the Reds' Jim
Merritt beckne
ar
the major
league's first seven
game
winner.
Denis Menke drove in four
runs with a homer and a single
and Doug Reader belted a
homer, double and single to
power Houston past Los Angeles. The Astros provided Don
Wilson with his first win with a
four-run outburst in the eighth,
highlighted by -John Edwards'
two-run double.

action, New York defeated
Milwaukee, 9-5; Chicago beat
Detroit, 7-2; Oakland edged
Washington, 5-3, in 11 innings;
and California beat Boston 6-5,
Kansas City at Cleveland was
postponed because of rain.
The White Sox rallied for four
runs in the 'eighth to trip the
Tigers with Tommie McCraw
driving in the tiebreaking run
with a single. The White Sox Richie Allen of, St. Louis
feasting on his
also got two big breaks in the ontinued
inning, one when centerftelder ormer Philadelphia teammates
Jim
Northrup slipped arid y driving in four runs and Jot
allowed Ken Betry's fly ball to Hague matched Allen's RBI
drop for a bige and another .utput to help the Cardinals
tha.411111‘.Chuck Taylor,
when leftfielder Willie
dropped Syd O'Brien's fly ball o came on in relief of starter
allowing the fourth run of the elson Briles in the third, went
e rest of the way to pick up
Inning to score.
Jerry Kenney drove in three Is first victory,
runs with a triple and two San Diego took advantage of
walks with the bases
singles as the Yankees ended
the Brewers' winning streak at oaded to heap mount a four-run
urth inning and then withfive games. The game
a
grrancisco rally to
called by rain with two out in
the 1st of the ninth. Phil Roof wn the Giants. Tom Dukes
and Max Alvis bomered for th*' ieved San Diego starter Mike
allowed San
and
orklns
Brewers.
Sal Bando's two-run homer in
the 11th sent the Senators down
to their sixth straight loss.
Bando also drove in two runs in
the first with a single.
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Murray State Wins OVC Division Championship
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gave up only a pair of singles
in a game against Austin Peay
last week. The junior ace went
the full seven innings for the
win.
The Racers could only manage
three hits but used two doubles
in the second inning to bring
home the game's only run. Ed
Parish led off the inning with
a double. With two down, he
moved to third on a double,
then scored on Bob Pavlacka's
two-bagger.
In the nightcap, David Porter
entended his hitless-inning mark
to 14 before being tagged for
.
a single. The Paducah junior arm
hurled a no-hitter against Aus- MSU
Townsend
tin Peay last week. With two Cole.

F!rat Game
and

000 oo 0-0 2 1
010 000 0-1 3 1
White; White and

Sacend Gams

Mrsti
MSU
Oltrasn
Cole.

and

ut55 000 0-0 1 1
000 000 1-1 3 0
Wright; Porter and

KECK RESIGNS
FLAGSTAFF, Aria. (UPI)—
Dr. Ted Keck, athletic director
at Northern Arizona University,
announced Tuesday he was
resigning to accept a position at
Southwest Texas State. Keck
said he would become chairman
of the Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation at the San Marcos,
Tex.. school.
CLEVELAND (UPI) — Skip
Harlicka, the Atlanta Hawks'
top draft choice two years ago,
was acquired by the new
Cleveland Cavaliers Tuesday
for the 19'10-71 National Basketball Association season. Terms
of the transaftion were not
disclosed.
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ANOTHER COMMUNITY SERVICE!
A SPECTACULAR TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES, THE CANADIAN FAR WEST BY DON COOPER
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY MAY 14 1:30 P.M.

'THE CANADIAN FAR WEST
CANADIAN ROCKIES
CLIP TICKET AND ATTEND- DON'T MISS THIS TRAVELOGUE!
******************************

On Stage•Narrotcr

DON COOPER
CO-SPONSOR
Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & L oan Assn.
304 E. Main
if4

* FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY! i
*
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
41
Courtesy at Your Local
if
*
It
*
FEDERAL SAVINGS S. LOAN BRANCH
Street
304 E. Main
*
*
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Co-Sponsor:
*
Honor Society in Geography
*
*
*
a
This Travolouust
Miss
Don't
4I
*
"THE CANADIAN FAR WEST"
*
4
4w
It
Thursday. May 14 7 30 pm
*
*
*
* MURRAY STATE UNICkASITY AUDITORIUM *
*****************************,

4,

I

FREE DOOR PRIZE7
D ,QUALITYKE

.64.11S

CO-SPONSOR
Gamma Theta Upsilon
Honor Society In Geography
Murray State University

TABLEWARE

GET

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
PHONE 753-7921 (Contact Bruce Thomas or Helen Foley) 304 E.. Main

by R. Van Buren

Abbie ;11s1 Slats
HERE'S MY PLAN . FIRo WE
REVERT BACK TO Our, 2RIGINS -WE DRESS AND ACT EXACTLY
THE WAY OUR ANCESTORS
DID!

Murrav High
Drubs NMHS
In Baseball,

MURRAY, Ky.—The Murray
High Tigers broke loose for four
runs in the sixth inning and
downed North Marshall, 7-2, in
the opening game of the Murray district baseball tournament,
Tuesday.
SermAinal action resumes today with a doubleheader. Benton will meet Calloway Countf
at 2 t.m on the Murray diamond. The Tigers will test South
Marshall in the nightcap.
David Hughes went the distance for the win. He also held
the hot bat for the Tigers goingtwo for two at the plate and
driving in a pair of rtins. Barry Stokes added a two-run
single.
Dale Smith collected two hits
for North Marshall. Gerald .Hill
smacked a double.

down in the last inning, he gave
up his first hit.
Porter allowed only two base
runners during the contest. He
walked one man in addition, to
the lone hit.
The Racers were he scoreless until the last inning. Vito
Scavo, the MSU center fielder,
punched a single to stall the
inning. eoach Johnny Reagan
sent in Stanley Holman to run
for Scavo.
With two out, Holman stole
second_ base. The throw got by
the second baseman and Holman
moved to third. Catcher Bill
Cole followed with a single to
drive in the winning run.
The victories boosted Murray's
OVC mark to 9-3. The Racers
stand 20-16 over-all.

HOW ELSE ARE WE GOING
TO SELL THE NOTION THAT
WERE GENUINE
M/5H-A•A1A-SNUNA
INDIANS?

WE RENEGOTIATE FOR ALL THE
LAND THEY SWIPED FROM OUR
ANCESTORS—AND
AT THE
RATE FOR
ACREAGE

U
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Lil' Abner
WHEN SHE COMES
TO -SHE'LL FALL IN
LOVE WITH THE
FIRST MAN SHE SEES

(
S
-HE'S LOST HER
SENSES AGAIN!!
GIVE HIM At
HER HEAD MUST'VE
SOMETH IHG

DOUkL

DOS& OF
HORN REMOVER!!

ASMORMALLY
NANO!!

ALL OVER
AGAIN!!
f

L.... holial••••••
14•••••••••11
411111•111•11,..

•

WAL-IT MAII•CT GONNA
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Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet
At Masonic Hall

"Women In Politics" Display Shows
Women's Liberation Movement As Early

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Lakeside Tour Of
Home Planned
By Cadiz Club

The Cacti: Woman's Club will
sponsor a Lakeside Tour of
for semen" amendment which
, May 14
illsrsdaY
Homes, Sunday, May 17, from
has been introduced in every
The Callowey County Hi g h Murray Assembly No. 19 Or1:30 to 5:30 p.m. The six homes
— session of Congress for the last Soloed Band Boosters aub will der of the Rainbow for Girls
WASHINGTON (UPI)
meeting at the
regular
its
held
to be featured are located on
the
years.
46
about
new
nothing
the
high
at
di
is
school
7:30
WWI
There
May
always
on
Tuesday,
Hall
has
Masonic
Cardinal Drive of Area I, in
opposition
.
The
movement
a.
p.
women's liberation
••
3, at seven o'clock in the eventhe Canton Heights subdivision
To hear the Smithsonian contended women would lose
benefits
of Barkley Lake.
The University School PTA ing.
Institution in Washington tell it, special privileges and
Miss Joyce Winchester preThe homes to be included are
mobilization dates guaranteed wider the law if the will meet at the school at 7:30
feminist
sided as worthy advisor in the
those of her, and Mrs. Fred
p.m.
back to Abigail Adams and amendment is Adopted.
•• •
absence of Miss Teresa McCerd
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. James GivAsk "Fair Play"
longer. The Smithsonian opened
t back
underwen
father
among
whose
ens, former Governor and Mrs.
leaders—
nd
The
ian
feminist
Cumberla
Presbyter
titled
But
an exhibit this week
Hospital,
t
Vanderbil
at
surgery
Chisholm,
T. Breathitt, Mr. and
Edward
of
thr
Sbirley
Women
North
Rep.
Pleasant
"Women in Patio" that other,
ready Grove Church will meet with Nashville, Tenn., on that day,
'rhe Creative Arts Department Mrs. Smith Broadbent, Mr. and
traces the struggle for women's 1).N.Y.— say women are
Evans, recorder,
of the Murray Woman's Club Mrs. Lee Thomas and Mr. and
to sacrifice these so-called Mrs. Margaret Nell at 1:30 p.m. Miss Patricia
rights, still unfulfilled.
•• •
read the minutes.
and
Men
held its regular meeting o is Mrs. B. W. Edwards.
equality.
for
until
benefits
lasts
which
display,
The
Plans for the Grand officers
May 11, at nine-thirty
protecTickets for the tour are availMonday,
play,
The
rs
Dexter
Club
"fair
Homemake
need
1970
ates
wined
commemor
July, also
at the able from all Woman's Club
be held on Sunday,
morning
to
party
the
in
equally,
at
meet
will
o'clock
the
y
security"
Communit
job
of
and
ry
tion
as the 50th anniversa
May 17, from two to four p.m.
members and at two informaCenter at
club house.
aa.
women's suffrage. The items in she says
Blankenship, tion centers — Lakeview (form•••
at the Masonic Hall were disMrs. Macon
the show range from need!
Predating Mrs. Chisboim and
cussed. A practice was planned
chairman, presided. Mrs. Eff erly Chucklo's) east of Canton
women's lib are the
work (women's place is in the the
The Westaide Homemakers for Wednesday, May 13, at five
read the minutes and Bridge, Highway 68 and Don's
two
Birdsong
on
profiles
of
an
copies
Smithsoni
as
well
as
home)
Club will meet at the home of p.m. at the Hall.
roll and Mrs. Buford Sports center, one mile west of
the
the
to
called
aspired
who
radical
a
n,"
women
"The Revolutio
It was announced that Miss
Ray Broach st 12:30 p.m.
Mrs.
the treasurer's re- Cediz on Highway 68. Tickets
gave
Woodhull
Hurt
Victoria
women's
y,
presidenc
periodical on the
•••
Rosetta Robertson, Grand Wor
the
may be purchased in advance
port
,
Lockwood
and Rtdee,A.
movement begm in 1968.
The Welcome Wagon New- thy Advisor, will make her ofThe department has voted to or on the day of the tour at
Much of the Mow is devoted first female to -practice before comers Club will meet at the ficial visit to the Henderson
call the annual art scholarship the information centers and at
to portraits and memorabilia of the Supreme Court.
Community Center at 7:30 p.m. Assembly on May 16. All Raingive to a student each year the homes.
they
show
the
of
fight.
section
final
the
led
The
who
•• •
the women
bow Girls here were urged to
Schmidt Memorial
The proceeds from this tour
Annette
the
d
Unfuifille
"An
Jail.
in
up
Is subtitled
Many of them wouod
The Dorothy Group of the attend.
ip.
be used for the various
Scholarsh
will
Dream."
Colonial Feminist
During an election of officwere youth and civic programs sponBaptist Church WatS will
First
installed
officers
New
that
A feminist in the colonial era, The exhibit concludes
ers Miss Paula Cook was electmeet at the home of Mrs. I.
Mrs. Ken Adams, chairman; sored by the Woman's Club
Mrs. Jotm Adams wrote to her 'after more than a century of Hendon at 9:30 a.m.
to serve as faith for the ened
MIL Robert 0. Miller, vice- Cadiz. The club helps to supthe
of
situation
serving
the
was
he
agitation
•
•
•
while
husband
suing term.
chairman; Mrs. J. W. Stuart, port Jewell 'Manor, state home
amremains
woman
Congress,
l
American
In the Continenta
Members present were Barbie
The Elm Grove Baptist Thureh
secretary; Mrs. Robert Hopk- for delinquent girls, the Trigg
that "in the new code of laws biguous. She has made great WMS will meet at the home of Keel, Lesa Robertson, Donna
ins, treasurer.
County Library, the summer reeducaan
which I suppose it will be strides in achieving
items they had creation programs, delegates to
Hardin Mortis at 1:30 p.m. Knight, Debbie Moore, Nita Athad
Mrs.
Members
necesesry for you to make, I tion, obtaining job opportunities Mrs. Walton Fuikerson will be kins, Vicki Kalberer, Paula
made on display including Mrs. Girls State and Kentucky Youth
desire you would remember the and receiving reasonable treat- the leader.
Cook, Lisa Morris, Denise KalHenry Holton who had the two Leadership, the Christmas dehas
She
•
•
law.
•
the
generous
under
more
be
and
ment
ladies
berer, Janie Lamb, Barbara
paintings she won first place corations pdaject. as well as
her
for
equality,
than
them
not attained
and favorable to
The Hazel Woman's Club will Sledd, Lied,. Showman, Angela
on at the state Women's Club sewing, art and music contests
with
pace
kept
your ancestors. Do not put such gains have not
meet in the new city hall builci- Beane, Kris Kimball, Lynn Watmeeting in Lexington.
for the youth of Trigg County
unlimited power in the hands of those of men."
son, Janet Newberry, Patricia
me at seven p.m.
Brunch was served by the Chairman of the planning
•• •
Roberta, Irene Futrell, Cindy
the husbands. Remember all
hostesses, Mrs. E. J. Haverstock, committee for the "Lakeside
men would be tyrants if they
The Calloway County NFO Welch, Patricia Evans, and BetMrs. Burton Young, and Mrs. Tour of Homes" is Mrs. Wincoul& 11 particular care is not
will meet at the Court House sy Riley.
Richard Tuck. Guests were Mrs throp Hopson. Other Chairmen
Adults present were Mn. Twipaid to the ladies, we are
at eight p.m.
Thomas Brown, Mrs. Bobby for the various committees are
•••
ts Coleman, mother advisor prodetermined to foment a rebelGrogan, Mrs. Dale Lemons, and Mrs. Joe Handley—tickets, Mrs.
tein serving for Mrs. Frances
Saturday, :.lay 16
lion, and will not bold ourselves
Jim Wallace — publicity, Mrs.
_Mrs. Don Keller.
Kr. and Mrs. Harry S. Wil•••
A rummage sale will be held Churchill who was out of town
bound by any laws in which we liams of Miami Florida, have
Edwin Reynolds — parking and
have no voice or representa returned after having spent at the American Legion Hall due to a death in the family,
traffic, Miss Mary Grinter
west side Mrs. Janice Newberry, Mrs. Liltime"
several days in Murray visit- and a bake sale on the
seldom used pieces of White — flower arrangements,
Keep
It
starting
lian Robertson, Mrs. Fay' Lamb,
or Mrs. William Thompson — in'
And while some may tell ing his parents Mr. and Mn. of the court square
silver in tightly closed chest
women today, "you've come a James C. Williams, 1303 Doran 7:30. a.m., sponsored by the Mrs. Bill Van Bella, Ralph Morcloths on the formation headquarters and
-free
tarnish
the
Me
ris, Pat Evans, and George WI)long way baby," the females Road. Mrs. Williams is a stew- WSCS of the Goshen United
Mrs. David Shore — hostesses.
market.
urns.'
• ••
hardly think so. On Capitol Hill ardess with Delta Air Lines and thodiet Church.
••
•
An installation of officers will
this week, women leaders are Mr. Williams is a manufacturA car wash will be held at be held it the new meeting to
Miss Glenda Ruth Oliver
pushing for the "equal rights er's representative.
•• *
the Memorial Baptist Church be held Tuesday, May 19, at
approachand
nt
engageme
to
the
a.m.
of
made
nine
is
from
ment
seven
at
p.m.
the
lot
Announce
Masonic Hall.
parking
The pants bridal gown is
Arm
•• 0
five p.m., sponsored by the Baping marriage of Miss Glenda Ruth Oliver to Bobby Zane
making an appearance
tist Student Union. Cost will be
strong.
occasionally, but rarely for the
The second year cooking class
Oliver is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Oliver traditional church wedding.
91.50 per car.
the Kirksey 4-H Club held a
of
Mr.
and
••
of
son
the
***
Of Mayfield Route Seven. Mr. Armstrong is
out at the home of the
cook
Sunday, May 17
Mrs. Crawford Armstrong of Murray Route Seven.
Some brides are getting away leader, Mrs. Jerry Falwell, on
The Grand Officers of the inThe bride-elect is employed at the City Clerk's Office. May- from the white or ivory Saturday.
of
ternational Order of the Rainfield. Mr. Armstrong is an employee of the Murray Division
wedding. H. N. Polansky, This was a cookout and was
bow Girls will be honored at a
the Tappan Company and is also engaged in farming.
of Brides Showcase the last lesson for the year.
president
Baptist
met
Enon
the
from
Club
at
Wives
Hail
Waiting
exchanged
Masonic
The
be
will
panty at the
The wedding vows
Those present were Renee
says some color is
nal,
Internatio
five
Las
at
Lori
20,
June
Mrs.
by
of
Saturday.
Murray
home
in.
the
p.
in
two to four
Church, Route Three. Mayfield, on
Jill Falwell, Patriel14
in
light,
o5..
Tobay.
shows
seven
Color
in.
at
creeping
8,
May
Friday,
at
an
Ifi.
officiate
No.
will
Amammbly
4a.eat s. se. afternoon Bro James Robertson
1
/
.
,
on Melvin, Margaret Mc-Callon, Teo
accents
color
or
pastels,
clock in the evening.
.
the ceremony
Vanessa Stone, and
Paschall,
g
underlyin
as
or
bands
During the business session
Friday, May n
white—
relaand
No formal invitations are being sent All friends
Pam Todd.
A dance with proceeds going the group discussed ways for tives of the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the re- touch of a light pastel.
will
members.
Cater
new
of
Care
nt
Day
recruitme
the
for
ception.
be held at the Calloway County The club invites all wives of
military personnel to join the
Country Club from nine p.
Wash silver immediately after
to midnight, sponsored by Use informal get-together which
use
in hot, sudsy water, rinse
n
Associatio
availat
Calloway County
meets twice a month
for Retarded Children. "Men of able homes of the members.
with hot water and dry
A club spokesman said the
Note" will play and will be doThe Welcome Wagon New- thoroughly. To remove the
By Abigail Van Buren
objectives of the organization comers ChM sponsored its annating their services.
stains of eas, mustard, olives
• ••
are to provide recreation and nual demert-card party on
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my 16-year-old brother.
and the like, use a reliable silver
military
for
ship
into
May
ber
7,
evening,
at
the
companion
Thursday
He treats our mother terribly. Just today be pushed
y, May 13
Wednesda
interests
common
wives sharing
Student Union Building, Mur- polish.
hits her
a wall and made her cry. He curses her, and even
The Ruth Wilson Circle of and hardships.
State University.
ray
is
He
family.
the
of
rest
the
with his fist It's the same with
the First United Methodist
call
may
and refreshments were
interested
* * *,
Prizes
Persons
my
knows
Church WSCS will meet with the Red Cross office at 753-1421 donated by Murray Welcome
always bitung me and my younger sister. Dad
"bunch" silver in
Don't
is.
really
be
mean
Dogwood
how
know
Ryan,
doesn't
Maurice
be
but
mean.
Mrs.
krether is
Wagon sponsors.
for further information.
storage and don't use steel wool
Drive, at 7:30 ran:,
Dad has at awful temper and we're afraid of what he'd do.
Winners of the prizes were or soap pads to clean it.
, A social hour was held with
•
•
•
[my
out
go
to
Last opt my mom told my brother not
refreshments being served by Rex Galloway, Robert Kimbell,
The Wesleyan Circle of the the hostess, Mrs. Lax.
- bat he told her to shut up, and be went
Ken Adams, Patsy Nichols, Eldad wases. eame..
Church
be
•••
First United Methodbt
lie Keene, Frances Galloway,
*a *
eat mews? Please don't recommend a doctor because
DorWSCS will meet with Miss
WORRIED
Anne Knight, By Wilder,
weeddn't ge I realty feel sorry for my mom
is Rowland, 308 Irvan. at 7:30
What every bride should learn Mary Ann Lane, Nancy Britton,
p.m.
DEAR itestRaED: Yew brother is sat ef ealotre1 and it
an overall
v
rapidly—read the labels not only Jackse Horton, By Swam,
With dailliiie,,
•••
straighten
on care of fabrics in the family's Jane Babb. Howard Giles, Claire cleaning with
er polish every
win take were rhea a letter from Dear Abby to
Homemak
moGrove
loses
Harris
parent
The
wardrobe and follow directions. Shrewsbury, Lynn Burnetta, month or so s ould be sufficient
biss esa_ rm sorry for year mother. but es
allowed is
ers Club will meet at the home But read the lables, too, on care Lerner Horan, Bill Egnor, aigr- for' silver. TO polish, use
ther* ad at amee. Year *ether mast have been
at
n
Richardso
of Mrs. Gerald
until Rof such items as blankets. Some ette liaibmack, Mary Jo Barth- lengthwise strokes on flatware,
get away with his hmilybag tactics sone Use ago.
one p.m.
is tee
f the synthetics call for °loam, Chris Rumen, Shirley follow the contours of
•••
eally be has the visite family terrorised. This matter
Dad
Tell
Imitate.
I.
achine washing, some of the Roberts, Peter Whaiey., end_ holloware.
family
year
the
fee
goer
far
The New Concord- Homemak- • • •
for dry-cleanilig.
kw -Calvert
and let Mae handle-al
ers Club will meet at the home.
of Mrs. T. R. Edwards at one
shows
p.m.
DEAR ABBY. on a couple-of those late television
•••
tes.
where guests come on and talk, l'ee,seen some transvesti
in
up
dress
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Transvestites. I understand, are people who
meet at the home of Mrs. Jesse
the clothes of the opposite sex, right? Now I have a question
Cadiz Road, at 2:30
Roberts,
to ask you
P.M.
When a transvestite is dressed up in clothes of the oppo•••
WONDERING
site sez, which restroom does he use?
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
DEAR WONDERING: If he's dressed up like a lady, be
Inn at ten am.
uses the ladies' room. If she's dressed Ube a seas. she uses
REGULAR
•••
SALE
the snen's room I Bet they're very carets].)
The executive board of the
Kirksey Elementary School PTA
DEAR ABBY: loved your advice to the lady whose probwill meet at the home of Mrs.
age
her
asked
bluntly
who
lem was nosy-bodies
Richard Armstrong at 1:30 p.m.
ing,
embarrass
•••
Pointed personal questions are always
and create resentment. Recently I underwent an operation
The ladies cfay luncheon will
on my tongue, which left me with a slight lisp. Thoughtless
be served at noon at the Calla
way County Country Club. Hospeople often ask me about this impediment, implying that I
tesses will be Mesdames Donam "putting them on."
ald Jones, Maurine Hopson,. LoQ.—"Wbere did you get that lisp?"
chie Hart, Ed F. Kirk, •Jimes
A.—"It is medically known as a partial lobectomy, an
Payne, Hunt Smock,,Delores
operation of the tongue."
Warner, Henry Fulton, James
Q.—"Really? Gee, you're lucky it wasn't cancer'"
Austin,
Clegg
Armbruster,
A.—"It was."
Charles Shuffett, John J. Roach,
so
was
routine
this
One friend of mine who went thru
Sam Spiceland, and Robert Wigembarrassed he said, "If I had my teetb in, I'd bite off my
gins.
•• •
own taigue . . ."
Your advice to people, often peppery, is a delight to me.
I love to listen to your radio program, and I "read you" in
CORDIALLY, JULIET
per sublect
more ways than one. .
Starting with a well-planned
budget can save many a squabble
2
CONFIDENT'AL TO "D A ER": Dream, are nothlater. Map out _you financial
plan, right down to carfare if
leg to he ashamed of. "The mind is its own place. and In
:•;,1 1,iect ‘3,95
"(flank
necessary. But know where the
itself cam make a heaven of hell, a bell of h
bridegroom's money, and yours
<;ori
;rsS1.49 per
yea. Joha Milieu. I
iti,ited
if you plan to work, will tw
off
it
If
you
get
better
feel
What's year problem! You'll
spent—and saved.
*«*
year chest. Write to ABBY. Hot 69700. tag Angeles, cal.
-Murray, Kentucky
Hours:
addressed
stamped.
enclose
reply
personal
the new sil%7er.,
a
hoard
For
Don't
WM.
softly
the
it
gives
eavelepe.
Daily use
Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
Thurs.-Sat. 10-2, 3-8
radiant patina or "finish" that
makes it glow. Rotating the
Hate le write letters! Send St is Abby. IS,, 11110d, Las
May 14-15-16-17
Sunday t-5
silver service during daily use
Angeles, Cal. WWI for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letpatina.
uniform
insures a
ters for AB Oceasieus"
By HELEN THOMAS

Creative Arts Has
Brunch; Officers
Are Installed

Oliver-Armstrpng Engagement

9:Po

PERSONALS

Cooking Class Has
Cookout Saturday

Waiting Wives Club
Meets On Friday
At The Lax Home

Let your dad
handle brother

Dessert And Card
Party Held By Club

CARNIVAL

5 3111ArIL
iiii6

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT

by-SHARP STUDIO

$ 5.99
6.99

8 X 10
only

7.99-8.99
9.99-10.99
11.99-13.99
14.99-16.99

99c

5.00
6.00
7.00
9.00

11.00

14.00
17.99-21.99
17.00
CHARGE or LAY-AWAY

plus 50c
Handling
limit

1

per family

BIG "K" STORE
Sun.

Open 9 to 5:30
Friday 9 to 8:00

.5
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Storey's

Food Gaul
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

BAR-B-0

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Favorite ,Church Or Charity.

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

SWISS STEAK

FRYERS

B25'
Fine For Bar.B.0-

La. 390

, 87'
U.S.D.A.

FRYERS

88t
FRY STEAK
tilitiCEROAST
RK
LOIN
SLICED
L..59t
SMOKED JOWL
WEINERS12 39
34c6A0N-890
tiEAKATIEGE DRINK
4igAsoNt.890
CORN
5150z
ihii.ESAUCE
8
CAT FOOD
3
TOWELS
.24
TIDE
100
1,351,1. 290 CUCUMBERS
FRESH
LB.

ENGLISH CUT

'lass Has
aturday

LB.690

i741

okout and RAJ
or the year.
t were Renee
!well. Patric104
ticCallen,
essa Stone, and

ICE CUBES

10 LB.jogi,
CRYSTAL CLEAR BAG Tali
LYNN GROVE

EGGS
GRADE A MEDIUM

JOHNSON

3

YELLOW

DOZ. S

CANS

CANS $1

NORTHERN BEANS BUSH

Es

LIVER FLAVOR

11.00
14.00
17.00

5 I
FOR S

CRACKERS L ARA LYNN
KRAFT PURE

ORANGE
JUICE
GAL

5:30
D 8:00

8 BOTTLE CTN.

PEPSI
COLAS
16 OZ. BOTTLES

,

69

WITH BOTTLES

KIDNEY BEANS

BUSH

15 OZ. owe
CANS OM/

HYDE PARK

BISCUITS

8A0L.
6c49c
FRUIT COCKTAIL DER WOOD

CANS$1

150Z.$1
CANS

NORTHERN

JUMBOS1
ROLLS

Beef, Chicken & Turkey

s 5.00
6.00
7.00
9.00

33C

PUSS & BOOTS

POT PIES
PoI
SALE

LB.

OZ. PKG.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

'Y
izes

FAMILY PAC ,

CHOPS

ir cooking class
41 Club held a
home of the
Ty Falwell, on

iced.

Beef
Pork

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

SPLIT

Lb.980
Lb.590
5/$1.00

5

KING SIZE

..r,,.

5 LB. BOXS1

FRESH

EA.

RADISHES &- GREEN ONIONS

PKG.100
4.0,,,,,m,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..4.4.4.4.....Andir ,
•-4.41.4.4.1....r4.4.4...........................
S
S
OPFER EXPIRES MAY 19. 1970
3
OFFER EXPIRES M 5tY 19, Mal
Z
3
Z
3
3
'I
1

GIANT SIZE

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

1 GIANT SIZE 22 oz. bottle
‘1
c ;
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,
\
\

with colipnn

LIQUID
59( ;
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3

‘kilh coupon

29
11

3

III
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3
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3
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NEWMAN CITES
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By Leonard Kimball
Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.- Kentucky
may be on the way toward reallslog a reduction in its traffic death

CAMPUS CLOSED

WASH & WEAR

1
1

That "cautious" conclusion
was voiced by William 0. Newman, commissioner of Pudic
Safety, who said a recent State
Police study Mows that traffic
1
fatalities in 1969 - through w
1
1967,
over
cant
per
*tout six
miles
million
deaths per 100
traveled were down about eight
1
per cent in the same period.
1
Behind the decline is a 14 per
1
cent increase in the number of
1
miles driven on Kentucky's highat
has
happened
what
s
in Columbus symbolize
SCHOOL'S OUT This scene at Ohio State
ways - from 16.6 billion in 1967
that
wake of rioting
scores of other such educational institutions over the nation in the
to an estimated 19 billion by the
demonstration.
broke out after four Kent State students were killed in Kent. Ohio. during
end of last year.
Although optimistic about the
results, Newman declined to prediet a significant drop in the numfound stollen calves in the trunks
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New Officers
Elected By
Guard Assn.
FRANKFORT, Ky, - The Nat%
tong Guard Association of Kentucky has elected three Kentucky
guardsmen to serve as officers
of the organization for 19'70-71.
Mat, Billy G. Wellman, 1816
Fischd Court, of Ashland will
be the new president. Maj. John
G. Wellman, 1816 Fischel Coed,
of Ashland will be the new president. Maj. John B. Conaway,
of Louisville, has been re-elected
vice president for Air National
Guard, and 2od Lt, Raymond C.
Schulte Jr., also of Louisville,
has been elected vice president
for Army National Guard.
Wellman and Conaway are fulltime National Guard technicians.
Schulte is a safety engineer for
the St. Paul Insurance Companies
in Louisville.
Schulte's election marks the
first time that a second lieutenant has ever held an elected
office of the association.
Outgoing president is Lt. Col,
Joe Lane Travis of Glasgow.
Maj. Wellman served as Vice
;
President for Ar my NattOnal Gua.
rd last year.
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SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)—
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HAIR SET TAPE

SACCHARIN

1180

390
Zest*

11 2"x 350"
/
Reg.690

6-12

INSECT
REPELLENT
SPRAY

Box of 30

41

CHEWABLE
,
VITAMINS
CONTAINS NO CYCLAMATES ...

96

THE KIDS SAY THEY'RE DELICIOUS!
Bottle et- Ill Tastes

-C
VIM
'1.19 -

N

.

88

R:1
SALE 9

Reg.'1.79 --Sale

SALE

LUMIJET
The world's first
self-contained
flashlight!
Guaranteed
to give light
for 12 months'!

- 61 75 - 100 Watt

496r
:
/
,

,

Reg.'3.49 - SALE

REG. WM

914

n4dr.

6

Unscented

Reg. 89*
Sale!

AS ASPIRINI

ffER
EM

COPPERTONE

NEW

HALO

SUNTAN OIL

ULTRA THICK

Reg. 69*
Plastic Bottle

SALE

L. . _

r), Intif,i(W

REG. $1.49

Bottle
of
Ill
Tablets

$128

N. IMOD ot Battery Replacement

Hold

TWICE AS PAST

FOR

tr;

SUDDEN
BEAUTY
,tlair Spray

when ytm

Quart Sim

Reg.'2.19

2

BUFFERIN

MOUTHWASH

Reg.25* Each
SALE

lbs

HAPPINESS is baring

LISTERINE

LIGHT BULBS

12.5-oz. - Regular, Extra
ROCKETS SIGN FINNEY

Reg. 69*
SALE

Regular
and
Super

Ban Dry

Mew DM

SWEETASTE

STOP, SHOP

89c
SALE

NEW
Sofii0e.

4-oz. Plastic
Bottle
Reg.'1.75
SALE

09•

BATH BEADS
• Water softening
• Skin smoothing
• Body relaxing
17-ea. Box - Reg. Mt

SALE

58c

MAY 13. 1f170
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JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

4

FIRST IN FINE MEATS
U. S CHOICE

U. S. CHOICE
U. S. CHOICE

ROUND
RUMP ROASTBoNELEssLB.99c
STEAK'
K
STEA7
8 c uCitl
ioIN- STEAK Le.siSTORE ll $
/
12
CHICKENL59c
COOKED

LB.

LB.

TOWELS 'GA
COVERED PEANUTS
DOG
BABY OIL
FOOD

fora
Line
whole-

31c

BIG ROLL
KRAFT

Reg. 3943/$1
ONLY
Reg. 2/234 10C
ONLYReg. 79

STR°NGHEART

KRISPIE
CRACKERS
REG 37c)

69

"NS°NS

MARTHA WHITE
KRAFT

OIL

COLGATE
1

LB. BOX

AERO SHAVE
ARID SPRAY
PORK & BEANS

2

L&M

REG. 98c

DEODORANT

QUART

i
MACRON!
DINNER c A

T
PEANU
TUNA
coc tiOEAls. 7Qc
BUTTERS7lc * /S 1
Ar
agir

10 LB. BAG I /

PE
FOR

MARYLAND CLUB

COFFE

E

9c
1 LB. CAN

2 LB. JAR I 4#

6%2 OZ. CANAY

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
NO GAMfS
NO STAMPS
NO $5°° FORCED PURCHASES

VAN CAMP
KRAFT

AE TWELL

R.

. 11
/
rw/

REG. $1.05

TOOTHPASTE

7 Oz. Box lir

1

SCOTT

BATHROOM
TISSUE

39c
4 ROLL PKG.

MST LOW PRICES! *
KR AFT

SHORTENING

DEL MONTE CUT

SNOW-DRIFT

96

GREEN
. 70 '
)
KANSA 4

bao nog

it.

303 CAN

3 LB. CAN

GRAPE
JELLY

'-

73C

IV 7

2 Lb. Jar

BISCUITS
8 OZ.CAN_

6/49c

49

I
.9

DETERGENT

75c
TIDE GIANTS,.

TOMATO
WEDGES

KRAFT LONGHORN

MAXWELL HOUSE
1ST

HUNT'S

IGA

$i39 CHEDDAR
INSTANT
COFFEE 10 I

303 CAN
_

REG.
G. (99c)

SUNKIST

69c

'
LB

OZ. JAR

FRESHCRISP

2/29c

YELLOW, SWEET

GREEN
ONIONS
LEMONS
ONIONS
0
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tape that counts!

RADISHES

LO BAG 10

IC

BUNCH1UC

c
DOZ
'39

3 L B. BAG

c
25CEL
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STORE HOURS: 9-9 Mon.-Sat,
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1
.401C
11'
;

Day In ...Day Out...These
Prices Will Not Change!

:
(10z

ARAI
CROSSES
RANDGUERRILLA
21 014
ROMAN,

viETS
U S SOUTH
SPEARHEAD
THROW
SPEARHEAD
AFTER
4410 CAFAISOTHA

XS4:

IISCSUIT

WC

prices ...every day of the week.

Ren
Pries

Illev-Rale
prim

Jri-o‹
40,r.

.99

MELLO MIST
AQUA NET
JUST WONDERFUL

Sears

MYLANTA

1.911

1.09

29

GLEEM II

1.05

.74

1.05

.711

1.19

TOOTHPASTE

GELUSIL

1.51

COLGATE
M ICRIN

129

VO-5

2.35

DI GEL TAE.

.99

MOUTHWASH

1.49

1.40

SCOPE LARGE

1.19

.71

2.19

1.75

.19

.75

1.19

.99

WIN GEL

SUDDEN BEAUTY
.99

NI

WHITE RAIN

1.50

1.11

TUMS BOTTLE

WIG CLEANER

2.00

131

ROLAIDS BOTTLE

2.11

14

MISS BRECK .......

4p-c,

WIG SPRAY

MILK OF MAGNESIA _. .93
1.29
1.19

.77

LISTERINE QT

1.10

DENTU CREAM

.99

EFFERDENT
TABLETS

1
7Aszt.

-.300e.05

POWDER

Home Remedies

Suntan Supplies

Hair Color

IA

Beg
Pries

Prier Primo
1.55 124

QT LOTION

eav-Itias
peke

1.10

1.0

COPPERTONE 2-oz. tube 1.00

.71

QT TUBE
.99
1.05

EXCEDRIN

jft
ajt-

VANQUISH

.99

ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN

.69

STANBACK POWDER

1.19

v-RJE•
Price

Pries

NEW DAWN

2.00

i.59

NICE AND EASY

2.00

1.59

MISS CLAIROL

2.25

1.79

COPPERTONE SPRAY
TANNING BUTTER

.69

A LKA SELTZER

VC-

1.19

15

.47

1.75

1.31

1.75

1.31

1 25

1.19

1.00

.79

COPPERTONE CREAM
TANNING BUTTER
COPPERTONE SUNTAN

TONI INNOCENT

OIL

COLOR

BC POWDER

1.50

BRECK

2.25

LOVING CARE

2.00

SILK A SILVER

1.75

COME ALIVE,GRET

1.75

GO GO LIGHT

LOO

FOST & TIP

5.9e

COPPERTONE SUNTAN
LOTION

TANYA HAWAIIAN
TANNING BUTTER

./VIC
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air conditioning this summer . . .
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24-HOUR FILM
DEVELOPING
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Slope coil
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Anti Perspiriurk.
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4-oz.
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(;as, Oil or Electric
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MALLEANS
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SHAVING CREAM ...ley
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$1.11 Value - 11-ca.
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REGULAR or

Giant Size - $1.09 Value

FOR SMOOTH LEGS!
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JVC

Central Air
Conditioning

119

DI GEL LID.

BAYER ASPIRIN --------1.17
.31
BAYER CHILDREN
145
BUFFERIN

SAVE $34 to $10

MAALOX

1.25

(•sK

Stall5 CAN DO GRIAT ToiNGS

Say-Rite
Price

ADORN

ANACIN

r

ger-Rite
_Pries

Reg'
Price

Rem
Price

ULTRA BRITS

COLLEGE CLEANERS

Home Improvement Event

Dental Needs

Antacids

Hair Sprays

mc

ALL AROUND THE HOUSE

drugs, you can't beat Say-Rite, Inc. Every item
at a tremendous savings every day of the week!
So when it comes to Americas greatest brands,
why not pick up Say-Rites leading discount

CHITIN

4)-fir“
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WHEREAS, The City of Murray, NOW, THEREFORE, I, Holmes
Kentucky, over the years, has
Mayor of the City of Murproduced and nurtured many of
Kentucky, do hereby proay,
Works
Public
the nation's leading
claim the period May 10th throumen and members of this profeMay 16th. 1970. as:
ssion continue to be a major contributing tactor to the life and
PUBLIC WORKSWEEK IN THE
Trowth of our city, and
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
many
of
the
work
WHEREAS,
and urge every citizen ofthe City
of our fellow citizens, including
of Murray to join me in honoring
countless public works men, is public works men for their accdevoted to improving the envir.
omplishments and in encourage
onment of mankind, not just in
them in their quest for a brighter
world,
the
around
Murray, but
and healthier future for men
methdeveloping equipment and
everywhere.
ods for the improvement of the
environment, seeking new ways
, Pictured ebove am sixth grade students at Carter
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,Itiave
to combat pollution in all forms,
School planting flowers in the school yard as a
Elementary
caused
seeking new ways to combat fra- hereunto set my hand and
the
observance of Earth Day. Essays were written
part
of
and other prob- the Seal of the City of Murray
by the students as another part of the observance. Mrs.
8th
day
the
this,
affixed,
to
be
lems of urban life, and removing
Opal Howard and Mrs. Peggy Wilson sr* the class teachers.
the causes of disease and the blip of May, 1970.
rid of slums: and
Holmes Ellis
Mayor, City of Murray
day, and Labor Day, Sept 7,
WHEREAS, the theme of Nair
TWO FRIDAYS DESIGNATED
Kentucky
which would have been the next
PAID STATE HOLIDAYS
Social Public Works Week will,
In past years, most holidays
Because Memorial Day, May on Saturdays were lost to state
30, and independence Day, July employes.
4, fall on Saturdays this year,
Cattle account for 92 per
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has designated the preceding Fridays,May cent of all Texas livestock.
state
29 and July 3, as paid
.4-7 ••
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
employe holidays.
Air pollution can lade blue
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY in doing so, be noted it's a
long time in 19'10 between New fabrics and discolor white
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-3152
Year's. the last full state boll- fabrics.
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GOVERNOR SAYS COLLEGE
Kentucky, but he does want to do university
lem. He said some colleges and
BUILDINGS PLAN NEEDED
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The
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mented approach to state con- Property and Building Corn rut- that are necessary.
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Church Votes
To Give All
ToCommunity
Ai Episcopal church in
Washington, D.C., has decided
to sagy to itself the advice
Jesus once gave to a rich young
MS=

Ithdr
".264r
:100r

DiAr
t•

"Sell all you have and give
the money to the poor."
In an action that may be
without precedent, the congregation of St. Stephen and the
Incarnation Church has voted
to give its property to the
community it serves. The
property is valued at $300,000.
The gesture takes on added
significance because St. Stephen is historically a white
church, while the community it
serves is now overwhelmingly
occupied by black people.
Genuinely Integrated
'St. Stephen has long had a
genuinely integrated congrega.

With !kitties

or Deposit

SAWNGS

COCA
COLA
39c

HUNT'S
CLING

FRESH
• •:••:•••••.!•:-!•%•••:••••••••-••

.7s
.78

99 Dvijr

:211
,Nyt,

7A4,
t
1.19
:A§)„
.67

1.39

1.3,

RADISHES
ONIONS

The racial mix is now about
50-50, and concern for the
welfare of the people of its
neighborhood is no new thing.
The plan calls for creation of
a non-profit corporation on
whose board of directors the
Tissue
church will have a minority
representation, but which will
Squeezably Soft
be composed mainly of repros ant at 1 v es of community
Marc
It is anticipated that this
39C
corporation will erect on the
land now occupied by the
church a 200-unit low rent
housing project, which will
Include facilities for a day care
center for children, a senior :;',-WW.XAMMQ%'$.1tM.M~4:W000004*;:Mte..:..
citizen's center, classrooms for
remedial and special education
at all ages from pre-school to
adults, indoor and outdoor
TROPI-CAL-LO
recreational facilities.
Stewardship Plan
To insure its economic
Blue Bonnet
soundness, the congregation
also has approved a stewardship plan under. which each
member will be asked to pledge
a designated percentage of his
Yellow Quarters
income toward the support of
the neighborhood as well as the
lbs.
church.
Perhaps the most remarkable
thing about this project is that
it grew out of one of those
/
1 2 Gallon
"reparations" demands that
most white churches have
found too rude, abrasive and
Impractical to warrant consideration.
George Hart, the spokesman
for the Black United Front who
presented the original demand,
Vegetable
said the gift St. Stephen is
Shortening
making is "many times what
was asked of them.
They wanted to do more than
we asked," he said, in a tone of
wonderment.

::rdor

Yukon Best
Plain & Self-Rising

FLOUR
25-lb. bag

.79

"441
•

Al the let meeting Al the
Kentucky Foikkos Society, witoh met in Louisville during
K. Z. A., Dr. Mildred Hatcher
wee elected president.

let

$1.99
Chef's Delight

39c

CHEESE
SPREAD

Dr. Hatcher had previously
served as a member of the Board
of Directors of this oesanization; sod, dining the past two
years, as vice president,. She
het contributed numerous articles to various folklore publications, apseisily to the Southern
Folklore Quoterly and the Tennessee Folklore Society Bulletin
Before coming to Murray Dr.
Hatcher had been the vice president and the president of the
Unmoor Folklore Society for
two years each; and she has
held various appointments with
the Hattori Council of Teachera Of English. She was a program participant at the 57th
Annual Convention of the COUDcil, which met in Washington,
D. C., Thanksgiving.
Sketched for a long number
of years in "Who's Who of
American Women, The Direct017 of American Scholars, Who's
Who in Ammeritan Education,
"Who's Who in the South and
Southwest, Leading Personalities of the South, and many
other similar publications. Dr.
Hatcher was honored with a
full half-page in "The Two Thousand Women ofAchievement,
1989", which recently came off
the press in London, England
She has lately been honored
by Dahl requested for biographical facts for "The Directory
of British and American Writers", published in England, end
'Costive Personalities of the
Refit"

21, 15010°

SPAGHETTI
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Kitchen Kraft
Blackeye or Purple Hull

PEAS
5-oz. can

3-,07 divut

2-lb. box
590

Bush
Chopped or Shredded

KRAUT
1 0-oz. can

Pillsbury Flaky

cans

BISCUITS
9/
1
2-oz. can

Duncan Hines

37
:490

AKE MIX

250

22 Or.
•KING SIZE

Excluding Angel Food

IVORY mum
SHOP WHER

39
I

6-oz. bag

7-oz. bDx

STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES

Dr.Mildised
Hatcher To
Head Society

Pk

FENDER

Glass

1.1l

Ear

3 290

ORANGE DRINK

2 490

"
—
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Nice
Homegrown

FRESH RED

MARGARINE

.95

RIPE

BERRIES
MET CORN

CHARMIN

iy-Rita
Pyle*
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YOURS...THE FINEST FOOD AROUND

By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion Writer

t.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ONLY

ZHE

WITH

THIS COUPON

PRICF
WITHOUT
COUPON
GOOD
ONLY
AT

nett

PARKER'S

LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

* FROSTY ACRES FROZEN FOODS *

ORANGE JUICE
MEAT DINNERS
CREAM PIES
CUT CORN
CUT GREEN BEANS
MIXED VEGETABLES

6-0x. can

1O-ox. 3V

819 Variety (excluding kern)

Assorted Flavors

27:7 39°

3 F°. 79°
'0_0.. 2 FOR 39°
2 F°. 39'
,,,... pkg. 2 F°. 3q°

Boneless Rolled

Boneless Quick Fry
Sirloin Tip

RUMP ROAST_ _ _ 99rb STEAK

14-oz.

Pkg.

9 ox. Pkg.

MIKE

SIRLOIN STEAK

u.s.

Fresh . . . Ground Several
Times Daily

HAMBURGER _ _ _ _ 49tb
lb.
Field
Sliced

4d Y

Coupon inside package worth 1 toward purchase -1-1b. wieners!

Bryan's Flavorite Sliced

Field's Extra Tender

BACON _ _

WIENERS _ _ _ 'Pt: 69' BOLOGNA

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days a Week

nab

Choice'* Cut Any Thickness

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE
-
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Lb.
. 690

s

a
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Mans nici.narne
4 Flesh

3 Number
4 Partners
5 Spanish article
6 Inquire

8 Assistant
11 Way
9 Angic Sayon
12 in addition
sIlDnes,
1.1 Period of tirrie
14 Knit of Bashan IC Dance steC
:5 °Genera'. 1.-!'"c /1 Vessels
Austra
16 Prrnter s measure
rharsupia s
18 Swiss r.ver
19 Cr.Yhurn
20 Snort seep
21 Ent tur.tered
22 *non,
23 Once :'end
rrar
25 Yootiike part
24 El•eak scdden
55 $trIp of cloth
27 Harraitan roman, 40 Soak up
26 The oar
57 Pronoun
43 Beverage
29 Negative
28 Rockfish
59 Speck
46 Still
30 Reverence
31 Edible seed
Be ore
60
siender
48 Long
32 Likely
33 Beverage
61 Aft rrnatIve
fish
35 Quarrel
3-4 Emmet
Ob truct
63
36 Saint (abb' 1
50 Shouts
36 Resort
38 Weakens a loint
67 Near
52 Famed
37 Label
sudden
by
69 A state abtor )
Loved one
39 rear
eYertion
41 Symbol for
9 10
7
5.6
V4-.7,j4
3
tehuriurh
42 Moccasin
44 Sesame
:F.. 7
%SA
45 Plating
I
17
015 16
'47 Keyed trio A41)
14
interest
s
49 WcYl. at one
•04
22
20 ,•.•.4 21
19
"ade
51 Artait
29
28
Vi
7
settlement
25
24
54 Obese
•
56 Evergreen shrub
58 Pecla' digit
41
40
39
13a
59 Preside for the
36 37
OaYmeM 0!
V.7
46
45
44
62 Conducted
43
64 Symbol for
tantalum
18
47
65 Native meta!
38
66 Toll
57
5 ..•..•156
68 Declare
,
7: Golf motynd
64
3
39 60
62
• 61
7: Consumes
72 'tisane
61 641
67
66
65
DOWN
n
7
70
1 Heathen
nc
cs
Syndi▪
tr tot United Feature
2 Mans nickname

mow mum omo
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Singer Frank
the first
Margaret to the Royal Festival Hall in London for IkIation.il
the
aid
to
Sinatra
by
given
concerts
charity
of two
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children

CHARITY CONCERT
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iriar Sports
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Show
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NOTICE

TVA Timber For Sale
sale one tract
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for
g approxcqntainin
timber
hardwood
marked
of standing.
in
located
is
timbr
imately .1.100.0001 board feet. The
ap.
Kentucky
County.
Land Between the Lakes. Lyon
proximately 14 iniles,riorth of Golden gond.
received by this Forest Management
Sealed bids will
the Lakes, Tenneeee Valley AuthBetween'
Section, Land
Central
ortiy, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until ii a.m.,
Daylight Time, May 26, 19/0.
ioned timParties interested in inspecting the aforement
and deforms
Bid
ber should contact the above office.
in
forester
the
from
obtained
tailed information may be
KenPond.
Golden
Lakes.
the
qharge. Land Between
tucky. telephone number 924-5602.

Thousands00f U.S. Students
Study In Foreign Countries
By Ellii;DERICK H. TREESH
United Press International

Africans was more meaningful
to them.

were asked out and got
Study in a foreign country is "We
parties," Gail said.
the
all
to
an increasingly common experAmerican boys at the
ience for American college The
school probably were
students. Thousands go over- AtfiC213 opt of circulation" than
"more
seas each year.
girls because it was up to
At most colleges, only a the
to take the initiative
them
small percentage of students
socially, she recalled.
goes abroad to study and the
majority choose Western Eu- "I felt we were accepted,"
rope as the locale for their said Gail, a native of Minnesota
semester or academic year whose family now lives in
overseas.
Caracas, Venezuela, where her
However, Kalamazoo College father is assigned with the U.S.
in Michigan places unusual Foreign Service. "It depends on
stress on foreign study, sending an individual's effort. As
90 per cent of its undergra- foreign students, you always
duates to another country for have to make the effort,"
six months during the junior
Neither girl esperlineed any
year. In reliant years. MimSe
racist mow*,. On Inn cosnitny•A
14
In
etiethed
have
O eteeeete
ry, both enjoyed an active 0N
.coo -tries, some of them in social life."
America, Asia and
Lan.
Afric.
entative
Some of the adventuresome SBA Repres
students find living and study- Scheduled To Be
ing in a non-Western country an
May 21
exhilarating experience. Typical At Paducah
and
Achor
of them are Deborah
Gail Hobe; who spent the fall
Small Business Administration
and winter quarters of this business loans have helped thousacademic year in Sierra Leone, ands of small firms get started,
a former British colony in expand, grow and prosper as
Africa.
stated by R. B. 'Blankenship,
Fourah Bay College in SBA Regional Director.
a minute
In its continued effort to serve
reetown, only
and surpercentage of the girls' fellow the citizens of PaducahrepresenSBA
an
area,
or
American
rounding
were
students
agency's
European. Most wert black tative will be at that City Hall
the
in
Gail,
office
and
part-time
Deborah
Africans.
Paducah,
now back at Kalamazoo, recall on the second door, May 21
,
them fondly as "our friends." Kentucky, on Thursday
9:00
The girls found African The office will be open from
students much more conserva- a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
tive than their classmates in
Michigan in their dress, their TO PRESENT PINS
attitudes and in the way they
approached their studies. UnAMSTERDAM (UPI)-- Denlike most Americans, the ver, one of four cities bidding
African students took detailed for the 1976 Winter Olympic
notes on almost everything Games, !rill present pins
their professors said and carried on the Apollo 13 flight
almost never asked questions. to the International Olympic
Committee. Astronaut John L.
of Denver carried the
regular
Swigert
attended
The girls
classes at Fourah Bay but, as U.S. Olympic pin and Denver
Deborah put it, "what we City pin on the flight.
learned in the classroom was
secondary." They agreed that
learning about the customs and
life' styles of Africa from
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Tappan And
GourdinePla
Agreement

THE LEDGER

$100 million for FBI
WASHINGTON (UPI): The new FBI building will
cost an estimated $100 million by its scheduled completion date in 1974, ranking it among the world's
most expensive office buildings and the U. S. government's most costly.
The Rayburn House Office Bldg. was the most
expensive office building in history when completed in
1965 at a cost of $87 million.
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, reporting to the
House Appropriations Committee, said $27.4 million
had been appropriated for the substructure and another $69.8 million will be requested for the above-ground
portion. So far, construction is still several stories
below ground.
The building will rise seven stories on the Pennsylvania avenue side, directly opposite the current
FBI headquarters in the Justice Department, and 11
stories on the E street side.

A license agreement between
Gourdine Systems, Inc. and Nautilus Industries - a Division of
The Tappan Company - will lead
to the manufacture and marketing
of a new line of electrostatic
air cleaners by Tappan, according to Dr. Meredith Goa dine,
Chairman of the Board of Gourdine Systems, Inc., and G. H.
Neilson, President of Nautilus
Industries. The agreement was
signed Wednesday, May 6, at
3:00 p.m. at the Colony Room
of Delmonico's Hotel, Manhattan.
Dr. Gourdine and Neilson believe
that the use of Gourdine technology in a domestic air cleaning
unit is both "timely" and "important".
The Tappan Company - headquartered in Mansfield, Ohio - Richard Lee Petty of Nashville, :lass.
A tea from 3 to 5 p.m. in the
plans to sell home appliances a 1960 graduate of Murray %ate
utilizing the Gourdine E. G. D. University. will be installed as faculty lounge ofthe student union
(Electrogasdynamic) air cleaner president of the MSU Alumni building will also honor the 1945
Initially through its Nautilus Div- Association at me annual banquet class. Members ofthe committee
planning the tea are: Mrs. Marision, which is centered in Free- May 30.
To be held in the ballroom of jorie Shroat Huie, chairman,
land, Pennsylvania. It is expected
Bess T.
that the new technology which will the Waterffeld Student UlliOLI Bui- Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs.
Kerlick,
Mrs.
Georgia
B.
Wear,
p.m.,
6:30
at
beginning
lding,
be achieved through the licensing
F. Resig, all of
agreement, will provide the corn- the banquet is expected to draw and Mrs. Clara
erstone for effective product a capacity crowd of about 600. Murray.
Senior class members at the The $500 Distinguished Profesdevelopment activities in kitchen
sor Award will be presented by
air cleaning devices and furnace- university will be the guests of Robert
Baar, last year's winner.
banquet,
the
for
association
the
cleaners,
as
central system air
Other previous winners include
well as developments combining -which will also include presenta- Mrs. Evelyn Linn Albritten, Dr.
air cleaners withhumidifiers and tion of the 7th annual Distinguish; C. S. Lowry, Dr. Liza
Spann,
ed Professor Award and introduoi.
air cdnditioaers.
Dr. Max Carman, and Dr.Walter
Nautilus is already on the mar- Lion of 16 alumni scholarship
Blackburn.
ket with a portable electrostatic winners.
To be eligible for the award
precipitator type air cleaner - Harry Lee Waterfield of Frank- I professor must have
been on'
their No. 701"Air Maid"- which fort, two - time lieutenant govthe Murray State faculty at least
the company acquired early in ernor of Kentucky, insurance eight years.
Nominations are
1970. Extensive marketplans are executive, newspaper publisher made by
students elected to
being formulated for the "Air and farmer, will deliver the main
"Who's Who in American UniverMaid" to reach the spring and
address entitled "Murray State- sities and Colleges," and the
summer markets. In addition,
winner is selected by a special
Fortress of Opportunity."
Nautilus is currently developing
Outgoing president BarkleyJo- alumni committee.
a deluxe portable unit which will
nes of Mayfield will install Petty, Sixteen outstanding high school
be introduced as part of their
formerly of Paducah, who also seniors have been chosen to respring merchandising activities
earned the M. A. degree at Mur- ceive $500 alumni scholarships
beginning in July.
State in 1966, and the other for the 1970-71
ray
Dr. Gourdine founded Gourdine new officers - president-elect ording to Mandlschool year, accVinson,secretaSystems Inc. - located at Liv- Dr. Forrest C. Pogue of Arling- ry of the association
They will
ingston, New Jersey - in March ton, Va., a 1931 Murray State be recognized at
the banquet by
1964, and since that time, has graduate , and vice president James E.
(Buck) Hurley of Bendirected the company's efforts Hoyt Jones of Mayfield, a 1937 ton,
Marshall
County Century
towards sophisticated systems Murray State graduate.
Club chairman the past four yeafor both domestic and industrial
Board members ofthe associa- rs.
air cleaning applications. Dr. tion who will take office are:
Also participating on the proGour dine holds a BS in Engin- Owen Billington and Miss Martha gram will
be James E. Allison
eering and Physics from Cornell Geier, both of Murray, Mrs. of
Ovrenstoro, chairman of the
University, and a PHD in Engin- Martha Ellison of Louisville,Dr.
eering Science from California Charles Hogancamp of Paducah, Century Club drive for four years
Institute of Technology. He was a and State Pat McCuiston of Pem- who will recognize and present
awards to three. year Century
Silver Medalist in the 1952Olymbroke.
Club members.
pics.
A 25-year service award will
Mrs. EWson will also introNautilus, acquired by The Tap- ince the members of her
1945 be presented to RichardW. Farrpan Company in 1964,is a leading graduating
class who will be gathmanufacturer of kitchen ventila- "red for a special recognition on ell, chairman of the music departting equipment, including both the 25th reunion observance ofthe ment, by Dr. William G. Nash,
retiring vice president for aca.
ducted and non-ducted type range
demic affairs and dean of the
hoods, central and nem vacuum
faculties.
cleaning systems, and other air
moving equipment , as well as tables resulting from the license Tickets for the banquet are $2
agreement, have not been corn- each. Reservations may be made
traffic appliances.
by contacting the Murray Stale
Production and marketing time dieted, at this time.
University Alumni Association,
Fsturth Floor,Administration Building, Murray State University,
0.....1.16mariMPase
,,
011aMPOWNOMMa.
,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.

Richard Petty To Be Installed
MSU Alumni President May 30

Hungarian youth move
Widespread apathy target
of Young Communist League
BUDAPEST (UPI): When the Hungarian "freedom revolt" broke out in 1956, the Communist re.
gime was shocked to discover that young peoplethe first generation raised under Communism-was
leading the' fig;bt against Soviet tanks.
That.sort of anti-Communist fervor wens to
have faded in the 14 years since. But a new campaign has just been launched here to root out another problem -,widespread apathy - among the
post-1956 generation.
The campaign, a sign of changing times in Hungary, opened last month with the announcement of
a shakeup in the leadership of the Hungarian Young
Communist League.
THE SHAKEUP followed months of public discussion and newspaper articles about apathy among
the youth and the league's inability to do anything
about it.
In private, Hungarian y outh considered the
league a joke and quietly went their own way-passing exams, getting jobs, dancing to rock music and
spending little time thinking about politics of any
sort.
The Communist Party Central Committee met
two months ago specifically to discuss the youth
problem. It set up a special committee to watch over
the league, said the organization's membership es
pecially in colleges-was too low and Indirectly ac
cued its leaders of using the organization to further
their own careers.
Newspapers and magazines have bee n more
blunt.
A pro-regime student writing in the official party
newspaper, Nepszabadsag, complained that he was
called "sectarian. conservative, dogmatic and petty"
whenever he tried to defend tizovernment.
"Our youth today is quite lo
rather than opposed." another writer said.'
only trouble is
that nothing is gained by this loyalty because it
is the soil of indifference, uninterestedness, individualism and living in privacy."
HUNGARIAN HIPPIES have appeared and
staged two marches through Budapest last year.
The press has attacked "idlers and hooligans" who
lounge about•downtown Budapest Many of these
are thei-socalled "Ratko babies"-the result of a
population bulge that occurred 20 years ago when
the health minister, a Mrs. Ratko, ordered a crackdown pn abortions and birth control.
&toe the bulge is a temporary problem, little is
being done about it-but the surplus youth of today
finds itself without Jobs and makes beat music the
-Imidsommonmememir
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FINE FOOD FOR FINE FOLK

It

ORDERS CUTOFF
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Health, Education and Welfare
Department (HEW) has ordered a cutoff of federal funds
to the Pewitt Independent
School District in Omaha, Tex.,
for operating segregated
schools.
The order, which takes effect
in 30 days, was, the first by
HEW Secretary Robert H.
Finch since July 7, when he cut
off funds to three Southern
school districts.

ROUND STEAK

'MIUM
Mini

-

ITALIAN RALLY
•BLOGNA, Italy (UPI).- More
than 15,000 persoos took part
Monday in a rally where youths
burned President Nixon in
effigy to protest U.S. involvement in Cambodia.

c GROUND BEEF 49c

BEEF

LB.
FIELDS SMOKED

BOSTON BUTT

PORK
ROAST
:PORK STEAK WINERS

79c
49'

45'

LB.

LB.

LB.

Frosty

LB.

HASH BROWN POTATOES
__
il
Idlc
CAaffiSH _
Acreski fioDE _ _

8EarPackfl

1 LB.

- 12 ra

KEEBLER COCONUT
CHOCOLATE DROP

DEERWOOD
HAMBURGER

15 OZ.

PEACH HALVES

10 lb bag W
3 DOZ.

QT.

PUREX

BISCUITS

GAL.

490

$1.29
DOG
FOOD

COCKTAIL
FRUITDEaC

80z 5/390

Good Hope
EVAPORATED

RAGS

JUMBO PIES

MILK
13 OZ.

15 OZ.

2/490

2/34

4/35

12 PACK

Midwest

RICHTEX
SHORTENING

WESSON
OIL

ICE
MILK

48 OZ

1/2 GAL.

BA MA
APPLE-GRAPE

AMERICAN BEAUTY

JELLY

SPAGHETTI

2/250

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHITE CREAM

CATSUP

CORN

14 OZ.

303 CAN

18 OZ.

2/* 2/390 I 2/310
10 OZ.

PUNCH COLA
COCA

AMERICAN BEAUTY

pL8s TOMATOES

BOTTLES OR
DEPOSIT

46 OZ.

303 CAN

35c

RED CROSS

43

3 LB.

HAWAIIAN

290

10 OZ.

3/8R
303 CAN

$1.00

PUFFIN BUTTERMILK

COFFEE

2 1/2 CAN

Head

KRAFT PURE

5.C 60,290

NESCAFE
INSTANT

DEERWOOD

- 6 Pack Tray

PICKLES ORANGE
JUICE

COOKIES

430

3-1b. bag

PORK&
VAN CAMBEANS
300 CAN

GLEN VALLEY

2/350
SHOWBOAT SWEET

PEAS

POTATOES

303 CAN

2 1/2 Can

6 PACK

311

49°
290
39°
19°

lbR. g9#
1Fo

--

CRACKERS

Qt.

F°R $1

Acres Tiny

RITZ

4

PRODUCE

HOMEGROWN STRAWBERRIES
YELLOW ONIONS
FRESH TOMATOES
69° FRESH CRISP LE1TUCE _
WHITE POTATOES
COUNTRY EGGS

Acres

4

LB.

69' L869c
*

-.11 lb.

PICNIC

BOLOGNA

FROZEN FOODS

*

N.Y. MAN ARRESTED
Alexandrompolis, G r eec
(UPI)- Edwin Ross Kliner, 23,
of Pavilion, N.Y. was arrested
by customs agents Monday and
charged with smuggling 88 pounds
of hashish into Greece.
Police said lQiner told
customs officials he had bought
the hashish in Afghanistan and
was taking it to West Germany.
-

Prices In This Ad Good Thru
Tuesday May 19th

SWIFTS PREmlum PROTEN

SMOKE LESS BUT...
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Amer.
icans smoked less but drank
more last year, according to
Internal Revenue Service.
The number of taxed cigarettes was 523.2 billfon,a
decline of 2.4 billion from 196f4
IRS said. But domestic bottling
of distilled spirits set a record
300.5 million gallons last year,
up 5.6 per cent from 1968. More
beer and wine was taxed, as
well.
---

STORE HOURS 7-9 Mon.-Sat.

2/41C

2/290

294

LEVUEn.

'ill r.

1.,(13ERTY COUPON
GIAN1
SIZE

, -,...
if

/190

LIBERTY COUPON
MISS LIBERTY SLICED
LB. PKG. 39t
BACON
With This Coupon & $5.00 Add. - \
Purchase Exc. Tobacco &
Dairy Products.
1
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family;
Void After May 19, 1970

a

ivy oi
Adidthi c
ioonuapiorDnuArcnhdaSs5e..00
Exc. Tobacco & Dairy
Products.
Void After May 19th, 1970

IDE

DETERGENT
GIANT PKG. 39c
WITH COUPON

CHIEF CHUM
TALLCAN

SALMON
SALMON

asine.a -- bit Ec ti A I ,

el

.
303
CANS

AIITjIi
Di"T
IRLIDELMONTEIAIL

69
79c TUNA

4

I.

LILLY PINK
TALL CAN

DEL MONTE
ChurStyIe

67z Oz,
Can

37c

r,olluunx

.
rif r.A.Aa.e..aiJni — pans U. UV,

LIBERTYAT.

it

kivr_ nast as 43/161 less
..

,
------1-. — -- *
MISS LIBERTY
SLICED RINDLESS
WITH COUPON

L8.39c
rD
cE
OIN
OI
B T
FHAE
SHsIT

JOHNSONS SLICED

A

BACON

C
LB. 39

BOLoGN A

64 FAT BACK

LB

NICE THICK LB.29C

25c

COUNTRY STYLE
GOVT INSPECTED
HALF GAL.

HUNTS

CATSUP

BOTTLE

39C

CORN

MIXED VEGETABLES
GREEN PEAS GREEN BEANS

WHOLE

IGFT JUICE

MIXOR MATCH

BLUE SEAL

CAN_i4_FRANK

3

GARDEN DELIGHT

DIXIE BELLE

FLOUR 5 . 49 'CRACKERS 1
BAG

rt ull

25

SMOKED

I
49C I

CHILI
MANWICH

ALL REG SOFT

CRI

6 BOTTLE
CARTONS

FESTIVAL

ICE CREAM i

ROUND

A
79t

PORK CUTLED

33c

TISSUE
55c
TISSUE
1014 OZ.49,4

SOFT WEAVE

EGOS38

FRESH LAID
GRADE "A"35

GRADE "A"

L ARGE

MED.

DOZ.
,
#7 Is?

A

WALDORF

2 ROLLS31C DETERGENT
CHIFFON
4
ROLLS45C

MORTON'S

Ot

BREAD ROUND TOP 1 10loaV2ves°z.420 OZ . inA
BREAD Round Top
uc
LOAF
JIC
PULLMAN 26 OZ. LOAF
T

41

ROLLS

Pkg of 10 290
PKG. lab
OF 12 laY

[lb I
I00

5$1
.
L

MISS LIBERTY BREAD

DOG &
Me
uuna HAMBURGER.
.
BROW N & SERVE

79c
39c

GIANT PKG.

27 OZ. BOTTLE

E4'r

‘r

VIVA PAPER

ORAnaDIAleg.FROIFE
GARutlfsl DtLI.
G0H-rimo

6 OZ.S 1
U CANS v

FRENCH FRIES 1 :3-%39c

BISCUITS 3 291
ALL BRANDS

8CI:g
i.

FRESH

Miss Ce),,:a
4
r

EARS

YELLOW
,

AMS

L AuY BETTY

PRUNE JUICE
BAMA PRESERVES
STRAWBERRY

220Z.
BOTTLE

1 8J AORZ.

3949,

ICE MILK
I
.

r

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With Coupon And The Purchase
•
Of 3 Lbs. Or More
'HAMBURGER
'
Void After MAY 19th.

MISS WISCONSIN

62z$1°°
61

GREEN PEAS

TREET

12 OZ. CAN

TURNERS .

al3

H ALF GAL,

LIBERTY COUPON
PILLSBURY
. CAKE MIXES

3 81,,,,,,, 89,

With This Coupon
Vol d After May 19th.
•

0

Looking A
Facing Kentm

.

TWIN PACK

16 OZ 29

HAMS
59c

4

CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS
CELLO RADISHES

STRAWBERRIES
LIBERTY COUPON
AJAX
REG. SIZE
CLEANSER -.CAN
10c
WITH THIS COUPON
VOID AFTER MAY 19th

YOUR CHOICE

FOR

15c

FRESH
HOME GROWN

QT. BOX

39

LIBERTY COUPON
-LIQUID
220Z.
SWAN
BOTTLES 39c
WITH THIS COUPON
VOID AFTER MAY 19th

COMI
Mill(
on
Kentui
Agria

by J. Robe

LB. 59c
LB. 59c
LB. 55c
LB. 29cSOUTHERNBELLE
NECKS
LB. 15c
TENDER SMOKED
BACKS &
WHOLE OR SHANK
FRESH
FRESHWINGS
GIZZARDS Le. 39c
LB
LIVER LB. 79c
HALF

FOR89C

AS

TONY

39c

FRESH

2

OLEO
GAL.63J PUREX
I 11)

TO FOOD 33 $1
TOWELS
DOG

49

aru. $1

PARKAY
LB. PKG.
LIQUIGDABLLEJAUCGH

JUMBO
ROLLS

LB.

LB.99
FRESH
LB.
HUNTSFRESH
39c
3CarsykN

1sHORMEL
ITH B E A N53

24 OZ.
BOTTLE

29t
AQc

FRESH SLICED

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS

83c

POUND CAN

CRISCO

LB.

BEEF LIVER
PORK LIVER'

CHICKEN PARTS

C

OLD JUDGE

OIL

PICNICS

1

BAG

LB. BAG

FRESH

:49c

L.

5LB.

BLUE SEAL

NECK BONES

TVA recei
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111-A.
Q. I was 19 on January 22,
1970. When will I receive a random selection number?
A. Before the end of 1970
there should be a drawing of the
366 days of the year. This drawing will determine the national
sequence to be used in 1971. The
only registrant who would lookto
T\\LOR L DAVIDSON that drawing to determine where
they stand in the national random
with your children in your home sequence are those who turned
and you are not a physician, 19 during 1970.
-dentist or veterinarian or not in
an allied specialist category, you Q. With parental consent I enwill be eligible for consideration listed in the National Guard beI .1ependency deferment,class fore reaching 18.During summer
training I was discharged because

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

39c
29c
C

49c
19c

49c
39c

•

PC
19`!9

79c
19c
11

fs$1
39c

Sc

•

THE

TVA received nearly 11,000 major TVA administrative cenvisitors in scheduled program ters(some visited more than one
visits during 1969, including of the three) were
Knoxville, Tetui,- 6,309, incl9,000 Americans from 40 states
BY
and 2,000 foreign visitors from 39 uding 1,282 foreign visitors.
COLONEL
Willie Darnell, Rte.2, Murray;
Chattanooga, Teen. - 1,288,
countries.
There are the visitors for including 156 foreign visitors. Guthrie Osborn, Rte. 2, Hazel,
Q. In a recent divorce proceedMuscle Shoals, Ala. - 3,389, Mrs. Patricia Johnson, 115Spruwhom information presentations
or tours are arranged - in con- including 556 foreign visitors. ce St., Murray; Cecil Smith, 700 ing I was awarded custody of
Visitors to Muscle Shoals, wh- Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Nida my two children ages 7 and 4.
trast to the millions of casual
visitors each year to TVA dams ere TVA operates the National Puckett, Rte. 1, Dexter; Charles Will I retain my dependency dePuryear, Te. ferment?
and steam - electric plants. Tho- Fertilizer Development Center, Alexander, Rte. 2,
Cindy Robinson, 504
A, If you continue to maintain
se taking part in scheduled pro- Include fertilizer industry rep- on.; Miss
gram visits range from school resentatives studying new tech- Pine St., Murray; William Hill, a bona fide family relationship
Rte„ 4, Murray; Mrs. Bernice
groups to technicians and admin- nology and technicians from natMorgan, Rte. 1, Murray.
istrators from this country and ions that are seeking to increase
their food production.
abroad.
--School groups from the TennBilly G. Isom of TVA's Enviressee Valley region have been
visiting TVA installations in gr- onmental Biology Branch at Musowing numbers over the past two cle Shoals, Ala., has been named
years. Except for these groups, president-elect of the Midwest
program visitors generally stay Benthological Society. Made up of
with TVA from a day to two. 575 scientists from 46 states and
Mrs. Rod Story, Rte. 3, Murweeks to talk with staff mem- 6 foreign countries, the society
214 Wood.
bers and visit projects. The 1969 Is devoted to promoting greater ray; Mrs. Hilda Ward,
A. Bruce,
total also includes 99 foreign understanding of aquatic biology lawn, Murray; Douglas
96, Hart Hall, MSU,Murray;
trainees who came for longer through information exchange Box
among members, with emphasis Miss Paulette C. Stiele, 604
periods of study.
on
benthic plants and animals Meadow Lane, Murray; Miss AliThe largest numbers of forParker, Hart Hail , MEU,
eign visitors to TVA In 1969 (those living on the bottoms of ce
Mrs. Kathryn Alexancame from Brazil, India, Cana- lakes, streams, and other wat- Murray;
der, 1613 Farmer, Murray; Willda, Turkey, Germany, Japan, ers).
Isom was chosen for the post iam Hucb, 207 N. 12th St., MurNationalist China, France, Great
ray; Mrs. Verna Henson,Hardin;
Britain, Pakistan, Indonesia, and at the society's recent annual
Mrs. Betty Coleman, Rte. 2, Box
at
Winona,
Minn.,
where
meeting
Mexico.
13, Murray; Lexell Camp,Rte.2,
he
paper,
"Effects
presented
the
Visitor totals at the three
of Storage and Flow-Through 'm- Kirksey; Mrs. Margaret Blalock,
elts on Benthic Macroin- 311 N. 10th St., Murray; Charles
Cope, Rte. 3, Murray; David
ertebrates."
Downey, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs.
--NORRIS, Tenn. - Members of Charlene Garland, Rte. 1, KirkLottle Garner, 719
e Georgia Surface Mined Land sey; Mrs.
CL, Murray; Mrs. Sallie
se Board are planning an inspec- Murray
Adair, Rte. 3, Puryear; Expired,
n tour next week to review
Clete Farmer, 715 Main St.,
eclamation efforts under way on
Murray.
• tive and abandoned strip mines
part of the Tennessee Valley.
Traveling with officials of the
TVA Division of Forestry, FishSUPER-RIGHT
eries, and Wildlife Development,
BLADE CUT
the group will spend Tuesday and
Wednesday inspecting reclamation efforts in southeastern Tennessee and northern Alabama.
Thomas Barnett, Rte. 6, MurSanford Darby, Director of the
ray; Mrs. Charlene Allen,
Georgia Surface Mined Land Use
No. 19th St., Murray; Mrs. NorBoard, and Charles Gouffon, who
Looking At Issues
strip mine re- ma Newton and Baby Girl, Rte.
directs
TVA's
Facing Kentucky Agriculture
1, Benton; William Shreder,
clamation efforts, are coordinat205'2 No. 17th St., Murray; Mastmeeting.
ing
the
er Timothy Greer, Rte. 6, MurThe four Kentucky Agricultural
Institutes conducted last month
ray; Mrs. Dorothy Orten, Rte,
by the Department of Agricultur
2, Murray; Miss Gana Sue Lovett,
proved a new and interesting exP.O. Box 14, Murray; David Walperience.
ker, 405 College Crts., Murray.
I say they were a new experience because this was the first
time - at least in recent years
Murrayans to Attend
"
5 lb box $1
- that the Senate Department a
Conference
In Miami
Agriculture was taken to the
people. It was an endeavor which
P17
59C
I have wanted to undertake since
Twenty-five representatives of
Super
ComLnwurance
Prudential
the
assuming the duties as CommiRsghL
pany's Paducah district office,
ssioner.
801 Joe Clifton Dr., PaducIli,
At each of the programs, disCap'n John Frozen
Ky., will attend the company's
cussions involved services ofthe
regional business conference
Department; the status and outMay 14-15, in Miami, Beach,
look of crop and livestock inFlorida, announced B. G. Pasdustries; and the ideas and suggchall, the company's Paducah
estions of farmers and farm leaddistrict manager.
ers as to present programs as
Those attending from Murray
well as future needs.
are: Solon G. Bury, Agent, and
While we are still evaluating
James H. Elliott, Agent
and summarizing reports from
The purpose of the conferthe four meetings, I think some
is to provide instruction
ence
concrete conclusions can be drale specialized insurance sub.
wn regarding tobacco,the outlook
jecia
for agriculture in general and the
Conference sessions will be
opportunities for young people'in
NM in the Carilloe Hotel and
farming.
will be conducted by executives
First of all, it is clear that
Una Prudential's South-Central
5.7.45 -- Returning horn e
those associated with tobacco from a shopping trip in InHome Office in Jac.ksonville
agree that our major cash crop is dependence,
Florida.
Mo., former
in trouble. It is also evident that
President Harry S Truman.
most, growers and agricultural
Low calorie foods are heing
now .86, walks with a cane.
leaders feel that the presentproused in 64 per cent of U.S.
Behind him is his ,cax with
gram is not doing the job and that
households.
Missouri license plate numchanges are needed.
•
It Is my opinion, after hearing ber 5-745, which_ is the -date
on which Germany surrendiscussions at these meetings,
dered in World War If. Mr.
There were 54,246 Americans
that controls on both poundage
Truman was nresident then.
killed in the Korean conflict.
and acreage are needed. Acreage
quotas alone are not keeping production in line with usage.
As for the general outlook of
PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 16
agriculture, I think that overall,
it is one of optimism. It must
Florida
be pointed out of course that any
12"
For
optimism held for the future must
be qualified with anumber of conEars
ditions. Among these are the factors of high operating costs, a
shortage of labor, and the diffFresh
10 0, Pkg
erences between prices paid and
prices received.
With tobacco facing problems,
many farmers arelooking toward
ways to make up dollars that
might be lost in tobacco. Generally speaking, livestock holds the
greatest promise for expansion.
In some areas, particularly Eastern Kentucky and counties with
small tillable acreages,attention
is being placed upon specialized
crops of fruits and vegetables.
What does agriculture offer the
young man? Agriculture as a
whole has many opportunities for
the young man with the necessary
teaining and interest. Unless a
yOung man Is able to obtain land
and equipment through family
connections, he faces a sizeable
eiloFF
investment in getting established
PLIREX BLEACH
In farming. Once he gets estabGALLON BOTTLE
lished - and assuming he has the
WM MN Coupon
training and desire to be a farGood Only At A a? Food Storrs
mer - there is promise.
egular Price Without Coupon
To say that all is rosy with agreeks. Set., may 16
111111 I Coupon Pe/ Custorn.(s
)
riculture would be to damage it
with false hopes and drearys. To
say that it offers no promise wouANDY SOLVES A PROBLEM -Andy Guerrero, 8, could/n-11ft
ld be to deny a future for the inhis sister. Veronica, 5, when she wanted a drink frprti a
dustry basic to the existence of
fountain 'in Harlingen, Tex., So he used a little ingenuity.
mankind.

\

'CHUCK ROAST

WHITING FISH

1":

Whole Breast Or ags.
Chick"
Semi-Boneless Hams
Cod Fillets

of a physical disability. I am no
18. Am I required to register for
the draft?
A. Yes. All males born on or
after August 31, 1922, unless exempt by law, are required to
register under the Military Selective Service Act of 1967.
Q. On Feb. 2, 1970, I enrolled
In barber college. Will I be
given an occupational deferment?
A, Currently any registrant
who is properly certified as being
enrolled as a full-time student
in an approved college of barbering shall be considered for
lass 11-A for the 9 months of
academic training plus the 18
months of apprenticeship.'

Lb

NEW YORK (UPI)-The final
game of the National Basketball Association's championship
series between the New York
Knicks and Los Angeles Lakers
will be televised by WABC-TV
tonight on a delayed basis.
A spokesman for the station
said the telecast will began at
11:30 p.m. EDT, about an
hour after the game is expected
to be over.

The first national park in
California was 1 (*.ensile, created
in 1890.

980
680
880

Lb
Lb

Hamburger 311"'"'"""""1.b 590
Whole Fryers UP:DI:till:
Pork Chops Fir"'
Pork Roast
Mere
Ground Beef 3Lb.Pkil

tOkely/
S
.1 C.....

G°I.DeN CORN

STOKELY
oll
N•&"St
z
.0., GOLDEN

CORN

is

g

CUT GREEN BEANS

Saltines ma"
3
Detergent eh"
Pork & Beans
cC a. mpbell's Soup z
100z $
Chicken Rice
g Cana
Dinner NapkinsPe" 31,0:79;
Cloud 3 2pirRas
ol.l 890
Bathroom Tissue
White

31.g,;41

Oranges
Yellow Corn sw'
Kale Greens

•

384

•

12

5

390
39
29

Tomatoes Vin""

SWEET ONIONS ,trabot
Pineapples Frelh
Oranges

Ea

Calif.

88 S'"

10

For

10`
390
690

790

BOX OF
100

ONLY
A&P FREESTONE

PEACHES
Apple Sauce "P
Margarine "IP C"Oil

unz. 49
89C

ltz
s

Cern

Si

68 oz 53c
16 Oz.lokt

Sauerkraut AU•st,?:$1
WM French Style
iCs Ons $1
Green Beans
Aid' White Whole Kernel
si
Golden Corn
Chicken & Stars
Campbell's Soup
61).,:
),̀ S1

79c

_
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(Continued From Page 1)
port for the operation of the
Murray Mental Health Center, a
component of the Community
Mental Health Center of Western Kentucky. The current patient case load at our Center is
118 and new patients during
this period is 47.

Nunn To Head
Delegation To
Washington

Today's
Stock Market

White House line is open .
WASHINGTON IUPI):
The White House is accepting telephoned opinions from the public regarding the Cambodian
situation, but denies it is
soliciting them. It is not
accepting collect calls,
however.
Call a certain number
-circulated yesterday on
Washington-area e a m-

CaS ITIFTEE

puses and in Hartford,
Conn.-and a voice asswers in a very official
manner. "Office of the
President."
He said the White
House had not distributed the number, that of
a normal answering
service. "Certain organizations have put out that
information." he said
without hesitation.

NEW YORK (UPI)-The
stock market opened lower in
moderate turnover today, with
ahead of advances by
losses
COLUMBUS, MisseRepreseoabout 2-to-1.
tat:Ives of the Tennessee-TombiAlthough the market regbee Waterway Development Aumained deeply oversold, there
thority will present a strong plea
appeared te be little in the
In Washington next week as the
news to help turn it around.
group seeks approval of initial
The action of the Dow Jones
funds for construction requested
Industrial average, which fiIn President Nixoe's budget for
nished Tuesday at a new 1970
Fiscal Year 1971.
low of 704.59, provided additionThe delegation will be headed
al gloom for investors. One
by Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Num,
analyst said he couldn't see
chairman of the Authority, and
(Continued From Page Ij
"how the market can go far
Glover Wilkins, administrator of
The Ladies Medal Play Golf 3. Revival of common courtesy. unless we get some dynamic
the Authority.
In his budget request, the Pr- tournament will be held at the 4. Acceptance of responsibility news on Cambodia."
Steels were weak, while
esident asked that $1 million Oaks Country Club on Tuesday
be allocated to Tennessee-Tom- and Wednesday, May 19 and 20. Here Is what J. Edgar Hoover motors and electronics followed
Tee off time each day will be said at the beginning of this an irregular pattern. Oils and
NEW MSU AG PRESIDENT: Brent Gray, center, a sophomore agriculture malor at Murbigbee for a construction start on
ray State University from Cadiz, has been named president of the University's Agriculyear, and we thank it bears chemicals backed off.
the project. The request must at 8:30 cm.
All persons who plan to play printing. "To my mind a big Du Pont lost % to 101% in the
tun Club for the 1970-71 school year. Gray is shown being congratulated by W. R. (Bill)
now be approved by the House
Cheek, personnel director of the Chow Dlvis ion, Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis, who
and Senate Appropriations Co- are asked to call Saundra Ed- qqestion for every American as chemical group. Union Carbide
wards 489-2981 or Laura Park- we enter the 1970's is whether gave up le to 33%, while
was the principal speaker at the club's annual banquet Tuesday night. Looking on Is Danny
mmittees and the Congress.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Rudolph,• senior from Bandana, the retiring president.
The proposed 253-mile water- er 753-29123 no later than Fri- he wants to suprartand defend Eastman Kodak dipped % to
our free society or let-it be 68%.
way will link the Tennessee Riv- day, May 15.
overrun and destroyed by vis- Among the oils. Texaco fell le
er to the confluence of the Tom/
4, Jersey Standard also %
ionary agitators, whether- he to 251
bigbee Warrior rivers near DemThe Mentally III eau Come Back
wants to promote the cause ef to 52%, and GU1f % to 24%.
opialls, Ala., shortening the disto healthy. normal
In the electronics, Sperry Several persons have been way on one way street, fined
justice and order or give in to
tarice from Tennessee River citicrime and chaos, and whether Rand edged tm la to 264, but charged, entered pleas of guil- $10.00 costs $10.00.
es to the Gulf of Mexico by some
productive lives .
Federal State Market News
(Continued From Page 1)
he wants to hold the line on University Computing dropped ty, and been fined in the City
700 miles.
Jill Faille Per-sail, speeding,
Service 5-13-10 Keninciry Purwith your help ..
1
4 RCA lost% to 223
/.84 Court of City Judge Don Over. fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Rep, Robert E. Rags(D-Alee scored for flute, oboe, two clar- decency and morality or let de- 34 tO 28/
chase Area H:g Market Report
who initiated legislation in Con- inets, bassoon, trumpet, horn, pravity and degeneracy corrupt while Westinghouse gave .up PA bey during the past two weeks.
James Harris, speeding, fined
Records
Ineludce
show
l/
2
10 Buying &aims.
the
following
ocour
to
populace.
gress in 1958 to ratify the Auth- two trombones, timpani, tam
$20.00 costs $10.00.
Re:epts 700 Head, Barrows
In the automotive group, curred:
ority, will preside at the hearing tam, celesta, two pianos, and "Let us make no mistake aCarmon Max Parks, Jr., speed- and
Gilts, Fully 25 cents LowJoe Ed Seaver', speeding, fining, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. er;
before the subcommittee onpub- the usual strings. Dr. Woodard, bout it. Human dignity, individ- General Motors lost % to 65,
Sows 50 cents Lewer.
ed $10.00 costs $10.130.
lic works of the House"Approp- Professor of Piano and Com- ual values, civil rights, and free- Ford 7/8 to 41%, and American
David W. Bowles, driving US 1-3
200-240 lies $24.00-24.50,
Rex Sins, public drunkenwhile intoxicated, amended to
riations Committee on May 12. position, has been at Murray dom for all citizens cannot exist Motors ¼ to 8. Chrysler,
A Few Select 1-2's $2475;
ness, three days in City jail.
without
order
23.
%
to
and
climbed
however,
self-discipsince
reckless
1965.
driving, fined $50.00 US 2-4 190-240 lbs
Sen. John Sparkmep (D -Ala.)
$23.75-24.25;
Amoot the steels, U.S. Steel Orman Garner, public drunk- costs $10.00.
On May 14, the University line. We need discipline to lift dipped
will preside the following day at
to 34%. Bethlehem enness, one day in City Jail.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $23.25-23.75;
us
above
the
baseness
of
inWilliam Allison Barlow, pub- US 3-4
the hearing before the subcommi- Brass Choir (Dr. Wayne Sheley,
260-200 lbs $22.75-23.50;
ttee on public works ofthe Senate Director) will present an Honor uleence, discipline to stand for was unchanged at 26%.
Joe Williams, overweight on lic drunkenness, fined $20.00 SOWS:
Concert. The following works right over wrong, discipline to
costs
$10.00.
Appropriations Committee.
truck, fined $22.00 costs $10.00.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $18.75-19.50;
Kelly Jones, public drunken- US
More than 30 governors, sena- will be featured on the pro- phold and preserve our ideals CHAPTER, COUNCIL MEET
Robert L. Willis, no Kentucky
1-3 300-550 lbs 118.00-18.75;
nd
principles
of
democracy,
gram:
ness,
"Fanfare"
fined $20.00 costs $10.00. US 2-3 450-650
from "La Petors and congressmen as well
cab card in vehicle, fined $19.00
Ifos 517.51113.00.
Royal
92
nd
discipline
Chapter
to
respect
and
Murray
as Water ReSOUrCeS ASSOC/at:WO ri," by Dukes; "Fantasia," by
costs $10.00.
bey the law."
Arch Masons and Murray Counand Other water resource deve- Ward; "Sonata," by Bthk; "MoKafka, no Kentucky
Francis
The low cut neckline that
cil 50 Royal and Select Masters cab card in vehicle, fined $19.00 DARLINGTON, S.C.- David
Scottsville, Ky. - Sales for lopment groups are expected In tet and Pavanne," by Nelhybel;
Dolrar General Corporation rose testify in behalf of the Authority. "Sonata Octavi Toni," by Gab- Started out the door this morn- will meet at the lodge hall at costs $10.00.
Pearson, in a Ford, won the came in during the 1960's didn't
last. Bridal shops report some
to more than 12.5 million during
riell; "Leipzig Towers," by Paul ing and saw that the outside 7:30 on Thursday night. Work
John Schmidt, failure to dis- Rebel 400, marred by a
the first four months of 1970, Cal
Members of the Authority sche- Shahan; "Lyric Sonata," by Dr. dog had turned over the trash will be done in the Council de- play current license plate, fined spectacular crash that injured requests, but the low cuts don't
hold a candle to the demand for
Turner, President, told stock. duled to attend the hearing in- Eula McCain; "Sonata," by Wil- can and had scattered trash all grees. All members are urged $10.00 costs $10.00.
star driver Richard Petty.
the prim, Victorian high
holders at the company's annual clude; Alabama Speaker of the liam Averitt; and "Allegro Mar- over creation. We told her a- to attend and visitors are wel- Joseph Vesta Jackson, wrong
Sunday
necklines.
meeting here Monday.
House Rankin Fite; Attorney B. G. Sale," by Dr. James Woodard. bout it, then thought that it come.
Turner sakithe unaudited sales Robison Jr. Of Carrollton, A11.; Shahan, McCain, and Woodard could have been a possum or
figures compare to sales of 11.9 Alabama State Rep. Sid McDona- are faculty members at IISTJ. a coon, so we rephrased our remillion during the same period ld; Kentucky State Sen. Walter Averitt is a senior composition marks, however warned her
.of 1969, or an increase of more Riechert; Public Relations Ex- major at Murray and is • mem- that if she were the cLIprit, she
had better take off running.
than $640,000. "No profit figures ecutive Philip Swift of Frankfort, ber of Gamma Delta.
will-be-avallible until the compa- Ky.; Businessman E. C. Brow- Sinfonia's National President, The dog did not seem unduly
ny's mid-year report," he said, der of Harriman, Tenn.; Gene Carl M. Neumeyer (Gamma Del- alarmed.
Showboat
but added "We believe from Blanton of Adamsville, Tem.; ta), will deliver the principal
Started looking around for
early indications that our profits industrialist Robert Fox of Port address at the Chapter Day something for nipper
last night i Whit. - 300 ran
Joe, Fla.; Edwin .1. Pmftse Banquet, May uti, where the and looked In the retrigereuas
are Reline willenuagainein
We are encouraged with the incre- Jr., editor of thePADUCAH(Kye portrait veil he -unveiled. Un- There was that left over Italian
Alan
ase, because in our thirty years in SUN-DEMOCRAT; Manufacturing veiling the portrait will be
that one of our daughE. Adams, National Executive spaghetti
business we have found the first Chemist James B. McInnis of
ters-in-law fixed, so we got that
Alpha.
Alof
Phi
Mu
Secretary
four months to be traditionally Meridian, Miss.; Richard Hammout. Then we found a dish of
so participating on the program
ell, publisher of the TIMES 'FRI.
scalloped potatoes that another
SlUggiSh.
"
v...hik
Farrell,
e
W.
be
Richard
will
Great Northern
our daughters-in-law had
D01131 General Corporation is CITIES DAILY in Florence, Ala-;
Yelloweye
•
chapter advisor and head of the one of
a Scottsville based discountstore and Food Broker Roger M.Queen music department at Murray; fixed, so we got that out.
operation with more than 400 of Chattanooga, Tenn.
r. Josiah Darnall, charter
The Tennessee - Tombigbee ember of Gamma Delta and While the wife was heating up
company-owned, franchised and
affiliated outlets in 17 Southern Waterway Development Authority rofessor of Music Education at all that, we go to the store and
and Southeastern states.Its stock Is a five-state compact composed Murray; Alan Baker, president get a loaf of French bread and
Is traded Over the Counter.
of governors and representatives f Gamma Delta; and E. L Lan- bring it home. Cut up several
"We are particularly pleased from Alabama, Florida, Kentuc- aster, immediate put erne slices and spread garlic spread
on it and let it toast and there
that the growth of our company ky, Mississippi and Tennessee. ent of Gamma Delta.
Whole - 31113 can
300 can
supper. We added a glass
bas continued during a period
Both the concerts tonight and was
and the deed was
f
ice
tea
when other segments of the econon May 14 will be held in the
omy are soft, and when both
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts done.
sales and earnings for other said, "sixteen new stores were aiding at 8:00 p.m. The public
We could eat hot garlic bread
companies have shown declines," opened under the familiar Dollar
cordially invited.
just by itself.
Turner said. "This reinforces General Stores emblem."
Showboat
,
our belief that our approach to "We plan to continue our exConfucius once said "He who
merchandising holds up well in pansion during the year and we
eats onions, lives alone".
slack ec000mic periods, when see no reason My the company's
No. I
ninsumers are shopping more earnings will not continue to set.
new records," he said.
earelelly"
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Dollar General recently reTurner told stockholders the
Harry Hawkins of Kirksev
company Is "moving rather agg- ported earnings of $1.58 per
The Faxon mothers club will was fined $10 and coats, no
ressively" lb open additional sto- share for 1969 on sales of 46.4
KRISPY
bold a special meeting, Thurs. state '.nspecticn Etilter on .his
res in new markets. "During the million compared to $1.38 per
car; $25 arid costs, elegel posfirst four months-ofthe year." he share on sales of 40.5 millicei In day, May 14, at 1:00 p.m., for session of alcheloi;
$25 and
organizational purposes, con1968.
OCEAN SPRAY - Quart
lib.
•- cerning the special school build. costs, improper license peas;
coals,
and
$200
opeting
a motag fund tax refeieendum.
cserat.
Officers said they strongly tor vehicle waived
DRINK - '-''."
or's
license;
and $250 andrcosLs,
urge all mothers to attend. This
DWI, in Mayfield Cay Court.
Is a very important meeting.
OLD LONDON
according to the report published in the Mayfield Messenger
MEATS *
THREE CITeo

ladies Medal Play
Tournament Planned

SEEN & HEARD ...

Persons Ari-finool In The Murray City Court

Price...

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Dollar Store
Sales Now Up
$12.5 Million

SWANNS MARKET

'Hominy 3/2'
BEANS 2/29

1 SH'S e. k A

44
.
11 olf,.

il

l'

Crowder Peas - 2/39(4

Kraut
3e;rrs 39

CRACKERS

Quotes From The News
By UNITED raz88 INTERNATIONAL

WASITheiGe ON -Part of a 519-page report by consumer
crtiskier
Ralph Nader's "Raiders" charging Amer teen industry with per
$•
ting air pollution:
"The public's-hope for clear air has been frustrated by corpora
deceit and el:Illusion, by the exerciseof undue influence with gover
melt officiaLs. by secrecy and the suppression of technology..
.
In ultimate contempt for the people-by turning a deaf ear to
pl e,
for responsible corporate citizenship."

Spaghetti
3/291

tRAPEBERRY.
#
*
39°

ONION RINGS

1

NEW!

_ _ 37

.

Three persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
NEW YORK--liagley took tt,e
yesterday and last night. They $59,700
Withers Mile at Aquewere for speeding, driving whilc
duct, beating Delaware Chief
intoxicated, and improper pass- and
Tatoi.
ing.

Beans
3/35

Green Beans --2=494

Spinach 2(1:),•35

Faxton Mothers Club
Plans Spenal Meet

Pork& Beans
3/350

59°

1st Cut - - - lb. 47'
CHUCK Center
Cut - lb. 59'
ROAST
COOKIES-_45°
- 79c.
POT ROAST
CLOSE UP
i.
79c.
ARM ROAST
75°
RUMP ROAST
COFFEE CHUNKS 2_0.. 29.
59c.
FRESH STRAWBERRIES
BACON
mroium
, DAILY
4101.49
•
MS
-:1'_ 6.----7-1/4-T.' SHORT
JOWL
CAKES, 3 ,99f4
- 89t
TOO!
BACON

1

INAUGURAL BROADCAST - Dr. Rai Mefield (leftaineer), chairman of fhe communications department at Murray Wog Untioroltv, Intorviows Or. Harry M. Sparks,
swift arosIdoot, &AMP Ole Ifiainivral broodrast of WK1A11FM-Monday. Dr. NisfloM, station general manager, sorvodAs
mast*? of etirotniptios daring a 30-mlnyteidinlIcatory program as tho ehods4spersted Station of Murray Pot* Unlthe ale Regular broadcast hours for et least
vorsny wont
the first year for the station will be 4 to 10 p.m., with no.
(photo by Roger Gimertsfelder)
gopgor programming.

r

LUBBOCK, Tex, -A truck loudspeaker cautioning residents
of this tornado-ravaged town of a possible building colleee
"The Great Plains Life insurance Company is going to tee
Everyone within a two block area please evacuate,"
AUGUSTA, Ga. -Sgt. Tom.Olds,- a Negro on the city police
fierce commending on soul singer James Brown's flight to
the
riot-torn city to plead for order: •
"You can't fly in here and get something done and tee fly
Out., Negroes aren't dumb. These people have to have sorin
to look up to who'll be here day after day to help with ee
tear
problems."
a

ONE TWO-BI
meat, fun:liable'
room apartme
Frigidaire and
Couples and to
753-2808.

THREE-ROOM
funni
June 6. For in
753-3284.

LARGE furnish
spertment with
for summer sea
large two bedr
furnished for •
753-3143, atter

NICELY ftusid
apartment Ai
Located 100 So
Kelly's Pest Ca

TWO LARGE, 1
ebbed apartmo
Westview Nursii
lOth Street. Two
utility room, ca
ditioned, with s
or, washer. Call

TWO-BEDROOM
partment. Isamu
son Blvd.

TWO-EtEDROOM
trailer on privi
blocks from 1.1
dren weloorne.
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7833 or 753-670
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19'70 CALKNDA
and refills are
the Ledger 511
PI.7 stc.re.

ASK HOW to wiz
Two-Twenty gla
Myrtle Mae Gro

COLLIE'S DIM
Rue weeks spec
frenoh frees ask
be. BBQ, free
10e drink-70 c

APPLY NOW! '
Mow about the
You like to Ian
come learn with
Meat Bible Coll
Street,
May&
42066. We offer
Study, along witl
iubjecta and 10
Rats as well, th
11 (January, mi
bar). A. B. de
Put off no longe
for appliositioe

COAL
The Calloway
of Education is
on coal to be de
aix elementary
*idea% Specific
and oil treated
mei 1 1/4" x 1/4
to be in the Boa
Si:Oath 8th Street
tucky, by noon
1970.
BELTONE facto
ing aid betteria
baring skis, WI
ELECTROLUXvice, Box 218, h
M. Soudan. PI
LYnnville, Xenia
WANTED

RANTED: 14^
or Ur or both.
after $ p. in., 61

HEW

A

GIANT

SIZE

a 4,

TOOTHPASTE and
MOUTHWASH IN ONE

1411LP WA

-H

1.5 oz. 39°

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT - Introductory Offer!

MA

LYNN GROVE

(In"The Piece -lb. 45c)

WO'

Cor

4-i

2 I hi

SLICED

DIXIE COLD DIZINK.CUP
•

••

FOUR house ti
air conditioned
7 Phone 7534

FLAVOR-KIST CC)frONUT CREME

FLAVORITE

CHARLESTON, W. Va. -Football star Sam Huff, commenting
on his loss to Rep, Robert H. Mollohan, a Democrat, in the Wed
Virginia Senatorial primary election:
"The apathy in West Virginia is what I think dieted
mee

POE

rwoazogoo]
mat. Phone I

SAVE TIME AND ENERGY'

50 0. 39

Ap

Be

MAY 13. IINS
AGE FIFTEEN
THE LEDGER

&

TIME$

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNPsnAY - MAY 13. 1970

Rof,940,77.49ee
"tRentRtge
mow ThE
FOR RENT

Area
rket
Market News
eieucky PurIarket Report
me Barrows
5 cents LowL ;war.
$24.00-24.50,
1-2's $24.75;
$23.7524.25;
$23.25-23.75;
$22.75-23.50;
$18.75-19.50;
$18 00-18.75;
$17.50 11e00.
ieckline that
1960's didn't
report some
m cuts don't
e demand for
orian high

eans
'350

/35

REAL ESTATE POt SALM

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITY IN
SALES and SALES MANAGEMENT

POI BALI

WANTED: man to help treis
bird dogs and run dogs in field
trials. Phone 436-2403, Chrysler
Tit
Bird Dog Kannas
WANTED: might grill cook and
waitress. Apply in person at
Triangle Inn.
TIC
WANTED: a woman to clean
cottages at Motet nem Kaneko
Park. Relierences required. Call
TFC
4742:318.

LARGE MODERN neck eiNN MIRO PIGS. Phone 7537988.
BENEFITS: -151..00 per week guaranteed to start in field.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1. brick home on 100' a SOO' wood,
-Opportunity to average Si ,u00-s1-1,(00 first year.
17C
-Long established national arganizafion.
bath, utility mid carport, oar- ed lot in Sherwood Verna
house trailers. 10' a511
!
promotion to rnanz.gement and e\ecutive
-Rapid
WANTED: Waitress. Apply in
peted in bedroom, and hall. Mum bedrooms with abstadeet STOCK 'TBATLER, metal top.
air conditioned. Available June
Trade-Ins
positions based on performance and results. Manperson to Trenholm's RestaurPanelled in kitchen with built- chest specie and hardwood AND portable welder. See at
7. Phone 753-6231 or 753-7806.
agers average $15,140 to 125,000 annually.
ant, 12th and Chestnut Street.
in cabinets. This is on Catalina. floors. Carpeted living room Hwy. 121 at Stella.
M-14-C
11-13C
-Complete professional training program. Expense
1970 DATSUN Pickup Truck. LOCATED
11-13C
while training.
in Dexter a 2-bed- formal dining room and aspirate
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW how
96 h.p. overhead cam room frame, carpet and linol- family room
-Hospitalization and Life Ins, for self and depenONE TWO-BEDROOM apse,.
with fireplace. cleat that
night
Waitreases,
WANTED:
dents.
rug will be ell you
meM, furnished. Mao imbedengine. Full new car eum floors, one bath, two Kitchen has all built.ins, dor.
-No cold canvassing, leads furnished.
shift, 5:00 p. m. till 12:00 p. m.
try
Blue
Lustre.
apartment =furnished.
electric
Rent
room
warranty. Only 5.000 large elude trees.
able Toginol floor and maw
Apply in porno to Jerry's Restshampooer for only 41.00 at
TO QUALIFY: -High school education or beUer preferred.
Frigidaire and stove, carpeted.
miles
Save! 2-BEDROOM frame, one bath, eahinota Form. two We bathe, Big K
31-14-C
aurant
-Good health, energetic
11-16-C
Couples mid teachers only. Call
living room, utility, knitted on two car game, patio, cestral
-Good car for local travel.
753-3198.
11-184 1969 DATSUN 2-Door Sedan. 641 north on one acre lot.
AVON CALLING-enesinetog
sircoaditioning, economical gm REMOVE =Pet Paths
-Flexibility in learning new ideas rapidly, Preand
11,000 miles. maroon 3-BEDROOM brick vesner, 2 heat and city water. Howse spots, fluff beaten down nap
vious selling experience desirable, but not redemand for Aeon's complete
THREE-ROOM apartment, cons
(pared.
finish. Nice. Only $1395. baths, utility mid carport, cen- Mown by appointment. Call 1311 with Blue Lustre. Rent &amline of cosmetics creates addifurnished, available
*telly
-Aggressive, sociable, pleasing personality.
and air, carpeted in
tional territories for representPam $1. Western Auto, Home
-Ambitious, need for high income recognition adJune 6. For information phone 1966 DATSUN "1600" Sports tral hest
bedrooms
and
hall
room,
atives. You serve customers
living
at
vancement
"The
or
achievement.
personal
Well".
Wishing
11-13-C
11-14-C
753-3264.
Car. Real nice.
Den and kitchen combinatioo
near home and can earn well.
-Willing to work to obtain. your ,goals or objec1113XICKEDKOON.
all
Ned*
tives.
ROSES
- AZALEAS, beddine
Only
Call now: Mrs. Janet Ktmick
$1,195.00 with built in stove and dish brick reach
LARGE furnished one bedroom
wiM
polio,
tee
plants, Rallies, Junipers, ornawasher, end garbgge disposal,
365-9424-after 7:00 p. m., or
apartment with air conditioner
years elt, central eke wIdl
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu 6- located on Kirkwild Dr.
Contact: Mike Tomlin, Holiday Inn, Murray
mental trees, mulches, fertiliswrite Route 2, Box 136 A, Prinfor summer semester only. Also
well
carpetkag,
two
ejecta
ers W. largest selection in
passenger Station Wag- LOCATED on corner of Wood11-14-C
ceton, Ky. 42445.
large two beciroom apartment,
15
May
Friday,
bathe,
p.m..
large living room aid northwest Tennessee and south
3 to 9
on. Local car, 32.000 lawn and Sycamore, a 3-bedfurnished for four boys. Phone
dining ar's, boldly room. Karla west Kentucky at Virgin's Nut
WANTED: Nurses aides, expermiles. Nice
$1,095.00 room brick veneer, one bath,
753-3143, ORM 5 p. m. 11-15-C
ienced in nursing sack elderly
living room, kitchen with built- esavesiset kitchen with NM! eery, Union City, Tenn., ell
people. Morning shift. Modern
NICELY frnished two bedroom 1965 VW "Bug"
in cabinets, with closed garage. In range, eves, &mammies sed 6E3-1831 or 885-0396.
POI SALO
AUCTION SALE
air conditioned building. Meaapartment Available June 6
H-11-13-C
Special!
$745.00 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, one disposal. Utility now two am
1-POINT hook up blade for AUCTION Sage Saturday, May dowview Retirement Home. See
Located 100 South 13th Street.
bath, kitchen, dining room, large garage, situated on nicely lath
11-15-C 196$ VW. Needs a little work. living room, utility and carport seeped let located at Kingeweed COMPLETE Auto License Direc tractor, $100.00. See Brandon 16, 10:00 a. m. at Nabie Crick our ad in the yellow Mee
Kelly's Pest Control.
11-14-C
Special!
on 85' x
lct on North 17th. linbdivisles. For egpeintInsid tory for Calloway and Marshall Dill after 4:00 p. m. Located at farm, ei mile mouth of Spring Phone 345-2116.
TWO LARGE. beautiful, unfur3-BEDROOM brick veneer, den by tramilerred owner call ween- Counties. Available June lit Murray Drive In Theatre en- Creek Baptist Chem& TV and TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or
Orden must be in advance trance.
nished apartments nines from 1966 MUSTANG. Automa tic and kitchen combination, large ingie or woehamis MUM
11-14C stand, waiting =thine, power Semi). Experience helpful but
Wesiview Nurzing Home, South
and power. V-8, vinyl living room, one and half bath,
B41464 Price $15.00. Write Box 626 or UPRIGHT
bedroom,
bath,
phone 753-5572.
PIANO in excellent lawn mower, ail kinds of mall nia necessary. Now you can
lOth Street. Two
11-13-C
roof.
$1,295.00 utility and carport Built-in
oondition. $70.00. Phone 753- electrical appliances, bed end earn $4.50 an hour and up after
utility room, carpeted, air constove in kitchen, located on ONLY $996 on eesy terms for RED AND YELLOW Cantu 5440
after 6:00 p. m.
chtioned, with stove, refrigerat- 1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere 80' x 150' lot on Catalina.
11-14-C springs, chairs, bed lams, sheet training; for local and
a large wooded lake view lot
quilts, including new wedding over-the-road hauling. Yearbulbs, dwarf green foliage. Big
or, washer. Call 753-4974.
4-Door Station Wagon. LOCATED on Van Cleve Road (30000 sq. ft.) lake access, cep- auble
quilt, kitchen utensils, dish- roved work. For application
blooms, 20e each. Mrs STRAWBERRIES. pick your
'11-19-C
tral
water
system. Phone Geor- Deus Boyd 753-4908.
Automatic and air con- a 4-bedroom frame, bath, den
own, 25e quart. Bring your own es, milk cans, antique trunk, write: Nation Wide Semi Divi11-13-C
11-16-C
ditioner. Nice. __ $795.00 and kitchen combination, can ge Scully 753-1510.
containers to the Murray State stone jam, all kinds of yard sion, Suite 214, Marine Bldg.
TWO-BEDROOM =furnished atint last and air, 265' a 279 TWO
linivereity Fenn.
partment. Inquire at 1399 John11-14-C and garden tools, hand tools of 171 New Circle Rd., N. E. LexADJOINING
block
lob,
ii
1966 SIMCA. Special! 1595.00 lot
CASH AND CARRY. While i'
11-18-C
lamb, including anvil, vim ington, Ky. 40505, or call (606)
son Blvd.
off South
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 2 7534736. 16th Mast, Phone eats Good 100% nylon pili MATCHING
hand saws. Items boo
299-6912, after 5 p. m. (606)
CHEST mid crib
11-18-C
TWO-BEDROOM 10' x 50' house 1963 SIMCA. Special! $395.00 baths, sunloen family room and
=Pet, $1.99 sq. yd. Other car with mattress, $20.00. Phone
to mention.
252.3484.
mention_
114-14-C
trailer on private lot, three 1966 DATSUN 1300 Seda n. kitchen, central hest and air, HOUSE, four room frame, bath, pet $2.99 sq. yd. Heavy Shag
le-15-C
753-8987.
11-14-C
tale bath, powder room, hot water, very good well. Mee- 33.95 sq yd. Heavy cut pile
ceramic
WANTED:
blocks from University. Chitlady expo:leveed io
Real economy, up to 30
drat welcome. Avialable June
2-car garage on Belmont.
tric hest, large panelled rooms, $3.95 sq yd. Commercial type BOARS, ready for service. AUCTION Sale, Saturday, May salad preparation, full time aid
miles
per
gallon.
10. Can be seen flOw. Call 7533-BEDROOM two-story brick ve- one-fourth mile off of black hi-density rubber back in 12 ft Phone 753-2350.
111-14-C 16, 10:00 a. an., rain or shine at part time. Good working coodiOnly
$795.00 rime, one bath, utility, also a top, near
11-15-C
7833 or 753-5709.
tions, must be neat, efficient
lake. 12 miles east and 15 ft. width, $3.95 sq. yd
WESTERN
PONY.
Phone 753. the late Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ro- and able to furnish good re.fee
1970 DAMN Executive De- brick veneer garage apartment of Murray. On 1% acres. Very Also pieces for porches, Camp- 4647.
farm,
miles
berts
10
eat
1I-14-C
In back included with bath, 1% inisamble. Owner leaving state. ers boat trailers, anti baths
ewes. No phone calls, apply
monstrator. Full warMurray, 1 mile wee of Highway
NOTICE
acres on Highway 121 Wea
Phone 733-7939 or 436-5867.
Big selection, throw nags and BABY TURKEYS aid ducklings, 94, turn at Morris Grocery. Will Colonial House Smorgasbord.
ranty. 5.000 miles. At a 2-BEDROOM frame, one bath,
11-19-C
11-14-11 room sizes. See us behove you bunnies, fancy chickens, ring sell all the household items.
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
Special Savings!
garage, 'A basement, electric
buy. Pas:hail Discoing House. neck doves. Phone 328-8563, Hu Lots of this furniture was boand refills are now available at
heat, 414 acres on Martins Cha- LOT NO 172, Cambridge Shores Hazel ICentir-kle Phone 482- bert Ale:auider, three mil
the Ledger & Times Office SupLOST & POINID
ught new Xmas. Color TV, hand
Subdivision, Marshall County,
Road.
pel
ITP 1soutia of Sedalia.
ply Wm.
11-18-P tools of all Maxis two riding
TENC Lassiter-McKinney 2-BEDROOM frame, one bath, behind Big Beer Camp. Water 6-9733.
Chihuahua,
LOST:
female, white
mowers, garden tiller, two Rivfrontlot, weber line run, black BALDWIN Fiance aid Organs
carpet and inlaid
ASK HOW to win a free Fashion
dog, two years old. Answers to
ertside
10
motorcycles,
HP
chain-hoist,
Ehasun
MERCURY
outboard
mo
top
road
to
lot.
Phone 436-5680, :wilt $10.00 monthly, rent applies
built in 1962, on one acre near
Two-Twenty glamor case. Call
name of Febby. Will give reRudy Duncan.
11-15-P to purchase. Ueed spinet pianos tor, $130.00. Black leather wart pony cart, 4 year old buck skin ward. Phone 753-5807 or conNew Concord.
Myrtle Use Grogan 753-1365.
"OPEN EVENINGS"
racking
ern
home,
three
parade
milk
style
coolsaddle,
$35.00
and organs. Loner& Piano Com2-BEDROOM frame, one bath, NEW
tact Bone's Kemal, 403 South
M-13-C Sycamore St. Ph. 753-7114
four-bedroom house with pany, "Your complete
gee heat, usable well and on
music See at 503 North 7th. Phone ere, two milkers, two hog feed- 12th Street
11-14-C
2%
baths,
formal
ers
dining
one
corn
room.
bin,
600
753-7572.
Ford
1I-14-P
COLLIE'S MN= at Five-Points.
store', Paris ine Martin, Tencity water, large lot located paneled
family roam with firer oeseee.
mato, with new tires in rea LOST: Brown billfold. Need
This weeks special. Hamburger,
Hardin.
in
14-13-C41:7SED sir conditioner, HON good shape, plow, disc, cultivatSERVICES OFFERED
piece. Double garage, utility
identification cards. Reward
hen& fries and 10e drink2-BEDROOM stone, one bath,
BTU. In good condition. Dunn's or, mower, seed sower, blade,
•
$20.00. Lost an gravel road beBBQ, french fries and WANTED: lats to mow. Have living room, dining room, and room, large living room, nice PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
TV
&
Appliance,
118
South
13th
kitchen
Rent
or
buy.
with
Used,
built
new
in
pianos.
appliances,
rubber tire wagon. 1967 Fort tween Jane Outland arid Pat
10r drink- 70 cents.
11-14-P cub tractor and can mow after kitchen, on 75' a 180' lot on
II-14-C pick-up truck with rocks. LOU Falweies house Saturday
carpet, central hest and air. Across Iran Post Office, Los Street, Murray.
mornAPPLY NOW! What do you school and on Saturdays. Phone South 9th.
ardo
Phone 753-3903.
Piano Co., Pans, Tenn.
more items too numerous to ing. Phone 436-5856.
11-15-C
11-14-C
11-14-C 2-BEDROOM block stucco, one
know about the Bible? Would 753-3796.
mention. If you need any equipH-M-15C
You like to learn more? Then READING, tutoring. Groups or bath, living room, kitchen and EXTRA NICE home on large
ment, household items or hand
SERVICES
OFFEReD
acre
one
in
Heights,
Almo
641
USED
furniture
lot.
and
This
appliances,
harm
features
plenty
come team with us at Mid-Con- individuals. Experienced remetools, don't miss this sale. TerbrdSkt.1 i,
kiiC of the few
of closet space, carpeted living electric range, bresahat set,
tined Bible College, North 15th dial reading teacher. Phone 753- North.
ry
Auctioneer.
-BEDROOM
states to allow hunting of both
2
frame
wringer
with
ashestype
washer,
bed,
room,
paneled family room, kitStreet,
Mayfield, Kentucky 2736.
11-15C
11-14-C toe siding, living room, kitchen, chen
prairie chickens arid sharp-tailed
with built ni appliances sprimss and mattrese much
42066 We offer Intensive Bible
grouse.
office apace, three large bed- mews into a bed, portable TV,
Y'S Pest Cordrol. Ter- one acre in Almo Heights.
Study, along with other Biblical
* * *
rooms, three full baths, full other odd pieces. Call 753-6421 STONE & SAND
abject' and liberai arts sub- mites-eat your home. Roaches FARMS:
CARD OF THANKS
M-15-C
jects as well, three times year- -carte germs. Spiders-are 19 ACRES near north 16th walk out basement with eall;after 4 p. m.
SUPPLY
We wish to thank all of our
MOO and expandon space f
ly (January, May, and Septet:I- poison. For free inspection call Street, 2 miles from Murray.
FOR SALE or rat, two-bedThe first person to sail around
77 ACRES, 40 or 50 acres in
friends who were so kind in
WO' A. IL deem awarded. Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914, cultivation, 9 acres corn base, that large family. This home mean brick home located 114
All
•
Sizes
Limestone
remembering our needs during the world alone was Joshua Slomust be seen to appreciate the blocks
Put off no longer! Write or call 114 bouts a dey.
hem campus. For fur• Course and Fine Sand
the recent loss of our loved one, cum of New England, who made
for application forme now!
11-M-13-C 1.26 tobacco base, frame 2-bed- many fine features throughout Leer information call mom
room house with eieotric heat, and to realize the potential for
•"Pea" Gravel
Gaylon Paschall. We appreciate the trip between 1895 and 1898.
11 16-C
M45
-C
two stock barns, corn crib.
your comforting words and kind
• Ag Lime foe Gardens
***
family living. Phone 733-3903
51 ACRES near- North 16th
COAL SID
expressions
• Washed and Graded
FOR SALE or trade. Two beau•Caprieom,
the goat, AquarM-15-C1 tiful wooded water frzeit lots
Street, two miles from Murray for appointment
The Calloway County Board
Mrs. Ruth Paschall,
Decorative Stone
ius, the water bearer, and Pisces,
of Education is salting for bids
90 ACRES near New Providence.
Debbie and Richard
in Kentucky Lake. 75 ft. m the
for
Flower
Beds
an coal to be &Revered to the
avel, Sand and Limestone 60 ACRES near New ProvidenMr. and Mrs. Adolphus the fish, are the winter signs of AUTOS POK SALK
v. Ater, 230 ft. deep. For inforRip Rap Stone
six elementary schools by the
ce.
Paschall; Mr. and Mrs. the zodiac.
Hauling. Driveways built.
ale or trade cal 753roation
on
,
3 ACRE FARM, stock barn, with 1969 JEEP, four wheel drive 7382 or 753.3892.
bidder. Specifications: Washed
L W. Paschall
1TP
M-19-C
and oil b-ed No. 11 stoker
ckhoe, Dozer and Grader a 4-room house on 19ghway 444. ow mileage, has two tops. Call
r5$-78150.
LAKE:
coel 1 1/4" x 1/4". All bids are
TFC PANXSONIC solid state portable
Week.
The Buffalo River in Arkan2-BEDROOM frame, tile floors,
tape recorder. Two tape speeds,
to be in thg Board's office, 200
WM DODGE Dart Swinger 340 ee,..De
sas iii known as the "Queen of
South 6th Street, Murray, Kenoperated. Model No. RQ
one and half bath, rock roof,
No sheetage
Ozark Rivent"
„., 1005. Accessories; Dynamic mictucky, by noon on June lat,
•
in Lakevray Shores, eta° 2 Iota, !our Weed, chrome wheell,
".
rinyl top, power stewing- w
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-It is
or
l,ruphrier
fro4.1/rEesp,
1970.
140'
and
Lay
will}
control
_remote
11-14-C
*
*
*
sell
or
tr
ade. Also 1961 F
estimated- that-California forests
swack-1--microphoile cisme an*
across beek).
=ZONE factory fresh hewhold 304 billion board-feet of
LOT NUMBER 955, unit No.4
. :lelaxie, 352 engine, automata band belt, radio cord Ft, 3 inch
The Caribbean nations import
ing aid batteries for all make
saw timber-almost enough to
in Pine Bluff Subdivision, claw- transmission. Phone 753-16813 reel and a magnetic ear phone.
OBITUARY
more than one-third' of U.S. exAsk for Ken Bucy.
M-18C
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
rebuild
every dwelling in the ports
ed and ready for use.
Splicing tape and batteries. Joyce Orr Byrd died April
of beer and other malt •
/1-1TC WILL HAUL trash in city
1963 FA1RLANE. Good condi- Used one =nth, $50.00. Phone 30, 1970-Born July 3, 1891 to United States.
or 6 LOTS in Cypress Cove.
beverages.
-bedroom
LOTS,
2
a
with
6
tion,
Judson
Maud
7533147
and
Orr.
Barton
before
$400.00.
9:00
p.
m.
Call
753-1503.
per
load. Also
ELECTROLUX- swims & Set mentre. $5.00
TrNt: Preceded in death by Reed
M-14-P
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. do yard work. Phone 753-5375 frame house, one bath, ceramic
Byrd, February 1926.
M. Senders. Phone 3124932
11-14-C tile on floors and walls, utlity, 1957 CHEVROLET.
Phone 753- SITAWBERRIFS, pick your Survived by six daughters:
walls, front 90relk loLymville, Kearesicky.
11-15-P Am. Rex Enoch, Hamel, Phone Mrs. Lucille Rawlins, Mrs.
BABY S177DIG. Loves children.
in Kentucky Lake Devel- 8090.
June-16-C Experienced. Phone 7534870.
NUM
M-15-C'Crawford (Wilmouth) Ray, Mrs.
1986
CHEVROLET
Impala,
SuWANTED TO OUT
111-1BC • EXIIRCIAL PROPERTY:
per Sport. Power steering arid sier OF MAPLE hunk beds. Ex. Robert (Violet) Johnson, Mrs.
30' x 36' body shop, on 273' a brakes, marina blue
with !Amick meant condition. Phone 753- A. C (Pauline) Bailey all of
WANTED: 14* Crash Cymbal WILL DO bush-hogging by the 275' lot in Hazel, Ky.
%arty, Mrs. Jack (Upal) YoungWanted To Buy
or ur or both. Call 7543792 hour or by the acre. Phone LOT 190' x 100' with a mall vinyl top. Excellent condition 8548 after 5:00 p. in.
31-154-er of Paris, Tsewessee and Mrs
Priced very reasonable. See at
meter 3 P. nt., Ill Broad Street. ,Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
across !ran Jones' Reit 916 North 18th
William (Notie) Baumberger of
Street_ 11-15-P
11-18-C
WANT TO BUY WEDNESDA
1114-NC 4:00 p. m.
cats.
NEW HOME MADE Barbie doll Evansville, Ind. One son SamY,
ciathea, 41.00 each. Phone 753- tiosi Cornelius Byrd of EvansLOT 105' x 180' neat to Parter
WANTED
RENT
2309.
TO
APRIL
NM. WANTED
11-14-P
22,
WANTED
Indiana.
ville,
HELP
1970, ISSUES OF
ACANY LOTS:
Survived by five sisters: Mrs.
LOT 6 and 7 In Grove lisighU WANTED: Retired reilroed cou- ANTIQUES: Ford coupe, tele- Mervin (Dimple) Jones, Mrs.
THE LEDGER & TIMES
Subdivisice an Highway 94 east. ple desire to rent two bedroom phone, washing machine, milk Toy (Melio) Pascheil, Mrs. Henchildren
ens,
wain
No
house.
unfurnished
mule,
jug
and
churn
••• HELP WANTED
appond,
with
ACRES
Wipe
7%
ry (Bobby) West, mid Mies Mar
Please bring to the office, 103 No. 4th St., or
700' ficatage an and no peas. Phone 753-2580. Clifford Gerrisoo, 707 Sycamore. rell Orr of Hazel, Kentucky and
phone
11-18-C
Phone
p.
m.
4:00
after
7534429
753-1916 or 753 1917.
' hway 641 North.
Mrs. Otis (Ruby) Darnell of
M-14-C
WILSON Rag Estate, phones:
Kirkaey, Kentucky.
SEAL MATE POI BALI
758-3263 and 753-5086; Sales
MEAL ESTATE POK SALE
She is also survived by 28
Churls McDaniel, Bill Adgrandchildren and 39 greet
ams, Larry W. Wilson. 'The
grandchildren.
only Reel Estate Auctioneer TialiMIIMBEFAMIMMEM
Services were held at MemorGalloway County." 11-14-C
21 TO 30 YEARS OF AGE PREFERRED
ial Baptist Church, Friday, May
Are You Looking For A Location to
1, 1970 at 2:30 p. m. with Rev.
William Baumberger end Bro.
"
Build Your Dream Home?
I
Good Starting Salary
3-BEDROOM prick veneer, livJerrell White officiating. BurInsurance Benefits
ing room, den, built-in kitchen,
ial was at Oak Grove Cemetery
114 baths, utility room and closIf so come by and 'let us show you the nice las we have
in Henry County Tennessee.
le" Advancement
ed-in garage Located on 90' a
in Plainview Acres Subdivision, you are sure to find one
Pallbearers were Sam Baum
300' lot. Loin transferrable, 715
that will suit your needs Our lots. are in the city school
bargee John Baumberger, TimContact: Mike Charlton
?airtime Drive, Bagwell Manor
my Baumberger, Charles Reed
district, curb and gutter. blac0-^
7
^. /
1
4 mile from the new
at
Subdivision. Call 7533463 or
Miles, Lane Keaton, and Dallas
proposed high school. Terms No down payment and up
762-3747.
111-234
ITC
Earl Bomar.
to five years to pay.
New Datsun

FOUR

alor at Mu"
is AerieulN. R. (6111)
Louis, who
on Is Danny
in Woolley)

EC!
RSAL ESTATE FOR SALE

141ILP WANTED

NOTICE

MEN-WOMEN!!!

AUTOS FOR BALI

TWO-ROOM thipise iamb
WC
went. Phone 7111-78110.

s.•1

NOTICII

HAULING

Phone 753-7381
or 753-5108

Trc

. 47*

. 59
,

f9c
9c.
lb

i9c

39'

I

WANTED
'MANAGER TRAINEE

1"•

9t
1
2 lbs.

Gardner Material
Supply

OPPORTUNITY

se.

RIGHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
HAND

BURGER CHEF

Apply In Person Only
Between the Hours of
2:00 and 5:00
ml3c

SPACIOUS corner hit MC
158' on Hermitage and Greeilbriar. This is a fast growing
prestigious neighborhood. Enjoy the advantage of building
your own home. Reasonable
price. Call 753-7119 in the evening.
11-19-C

Come Sr.er CA •

Freeman Johnson,' Realtor
Southside Shopping Comet
7 S 8-11 31_
135-5521
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Nursing Program At Murray
State Granted Accreditation

WEDNESDAY — MAY 13. 11/70

•

Average American Taxpayer
Now Works For Sell,Says CC

•
A('`
, 41`
4.ttS

Murray State University's ba- be eligible for federal funds for
ccalaureate program in nursing student grants and loans and other
has been granted full accredita- facets of improvement.
tion by the board of review of
Located in a building completed
the National League for Nursing, In 196'7, the nursing program at
Murray State has graduated 57
Inc.
Notification of the decision was students in the first two years.
made to Dr. Harry H. Sparks, Another 44 — including 40 as
Murray State president, by the basic students and lour as regisNLN, which is recognised as the tered nurses — will graduate this
national accrediting agency br year.
The 15-member faculty at Mw.
nursing education by the nursing
ay State Includes 12 with mastprofession.
Noting that Murray State is er's degrees, two with bachelor's
ees plus additional work,
the only Kentucky school west
a part-time faculty member
of Louisville to offer a baccalaureate degree in nursing, Dr. th a bachelor's degree.
Sparks called the accreditation
"a noteworthy achievement" in
IN A SCENE duplicated on many campuses across the
the effort to further develop the
U.S.,
an unidentified Guardsman rests on the ready
six-year-old program.
(left) with
tear gas spraying equipment and protective gear
"Not only will it further en.
at Univertance the opportunity of young
Mini lama lksth Taylor W PSC GRANTSRATERLSE AFTER a $1,308,766 per year
meo and women of this area to
rate inmove into a rewarding profess- Route 2, End, is a candidate
PARKING REQUEST
crease after paring $230,953 off
ional career of exciting propor- to receive the Associate of Arts
its original request.
tions," he added, "but it will degree from Freed-Hardernan
The state Public Service CoThe company serves some
College,
Henderson, Tennessee. mmission granted the Western 115,000 customers in
also serve to help alleviate a
Central and
Commenceme
nt exercises for
shortage of nurses in this area
the May graduation class, tim- Kentucky Gas Co., Owensboro, Western Kentucky, including the
of West Kentucky."
Miss Ruth Cole, chairman of bering one hundred and eightynine, will be held on May 211
the nursing department,
accreditation oy file met is also et 10:00 a. m. in Bader Me.
recognised by the National Com- mortal Gymnasium.
Miss Taylor, the daughter of
mission on Accrediting, by regional accrediting agencies, and Mr. and Mrs. Ira B. Taylor, is
by the U. S. department of Heal- enajoring in !Elementary Education at Freed-Hardeenan Col
th, Education and Welfare.
She said the accreditation, ba- 1.She plans to continue her
sed on a voluntary application formal education by trendier.
to the league, "assures the pub- ring to Murray State Vetiver.
lic that the program at Murray stiy.
Freed-Hardeman College is
State has met all the necessary
requirements and that we have a fully4ceredited liberal arts
made every effort to improve Christian Junior college teund.
our school and to meet national ed in Henderson, Tennessee, he
1906
.
.
standards."
Accreiitnene la based primarily on a 180-page self-study Break for motorist
which MS compiled over a twoLOS BANOS, Calif. (UP!)—
year period and on visits to the Completion
of a new freeway
campus by league representati- betwien
San Francisco and Los
yes. Among criteria are philoAngeles is
expected to cut
sophy, objectives,curriculum outline, experiences fur students, average driving time between the
faculty, facilities and students. two cities to five hours 40 minMurray State is now one ofonly utes—an hour and 10 minutes less
four schools In Kentucky with a than the current time.
Interstate 5 is expected to be
baccalaureate program in nursing—the others being the Univera finished by late 1972 or early
sity of Kentucky, Berea, and 1973.
•
*
Catherine Spalding in Louisville.
Youngest of the accredited sch- Name.
ools, Murray State began its bateHONOLULU (UPI)
alaureate program talleptember, common knowItAe-that the HE
1964. The program was not eligib- waiian Islands once were called
le for full accreditation until the the Sandwich Islands. But it is
first class of 21 students gradua. less well known that Honolulu
ted in the spring of 1968.
was once called Waikiki, which
Accreditation by the NLN mea- today is merely one section of
ns the program will continue to the city.

Lana Beth Taylor
Is Candidate At
Freed-Hardeman

WASHINGTON — Instead of ca. meat 186 years to reach its first
111ng May 9"Saturday" this year, $100 billion budget — and only 9
the Chamber of Commerce ofthe years to reach $200 billion.
4. The interest on the Federal
United States called it "SATMday." That stands for "Stop Acc- -debt today of $20 billion is more
umulating Tax Money Day. It's than the entire cost of operating
In recognition of the fact that the the Federal government only 29
average American taxpayer is years ago in 1941.
5, The more than I,2 billion dollfinally working for himself, having spent the first four months ars in inter eat owed on delinquent
and eight days of 1970 earning Federal taxes last year is equivenough to pay his Federal, state alent to Federal income taxes
paid by more than 840,000 familiand local taxes.
es of four with an income of
Arch N. Booth, executive vice $7,000.
president of the National Cham6. State and local governmental
ber, adds these eye-brow raisers revenues are going up at the rate
as compiled by Chamber tax spec- of approximately 12 percent a
year and will double less than
ialists:
say of Kentucky in Lexington, as striking college students
"1. The averageAmericantax- 7 years.
converge on Capitol Hill t right in Washington to buttonhole
7, State income tax revenues
payer works 2 hours and 49 minumembers of Congress with the students' anti-war protests
tes out of an 8-hour day just to have increased four fold during
the past 10 years.
pay his tax bills.
8. The$201 billion Federal bud2. Half of the Federal individcities of Danville, Glasgow, Bow- pipeline suppliers, the Texas
ual income tax in the United get for 1971 will cost every indivl* Green, Owensboro andPadu- Gas Transmission Corp.
States is paid by persons earn- idual in the UnitedStates 'rom the
cah.
Mallard ducks prefer a diet ing between $5,000 and $15,000 newborn baby to the oldes eatenThe request for an increase
arian almost $1,000—k
-xact
was based on an increase in of sedges, grasses, smartweecls a year.
3. It took the U. S. Govern- $980."
rates by one of the company's and other aquatic plants.
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Can A Criminal Mind Be
Spotted In Childhood?
By CAROLYN A. BOWERS
.
NEW
YORK (UPI)—
Lee Harvey Oswald was 13years-old, his mother was
advised that her son was
disturbed and needed help, but
she rejected the warning. The
assassination of President John
F. Kennedy came 11 years
later.

and pitting them in detention
camps."
In the interview, Hutschnecker, a graduate of the Universityof Berlin and author of the
bestseller "The Will to Live,"
summarized his now controversial recommendations. • "The President sent me a
copy of the final report of the
National Commission of the
Causes and Preventice of
Violence and asked for my
opinion, indicating that he felt
there must be other methods to
handle the problem than tint
more- gelk". Bmtsctueckar
said.
Two Tests Considered
The Hartman Inventory, developed by Professor Robert
Hartman of the University of
Mexico, and the Glueck Prediction Table, devised by Professors Sheldon
and Eleanor
Glueck, criminologists from
Harvard University, are two
tests that Hutschnecker recommended.
However, Hutschnecker said
he prefers the Hartman test
because it is less expensive and
computerised for quick and
easy interpretation. This test,
designed to measure reactions
to violent and benign acts,
comes in hro parts.

ur. Arnold Hutschnecker, an
internist now practicing psychosomatic medicine, is convinced
that this act of violence and
others like it might have been
prevented had they been dealt
with at the chilcbood level.
Hutschnetker, whose theory
has . come under severe challenge from some government
and professional authorities,
believes that through early
testing the "criminal mind"
can be detected and "the
younger the child the better the
chances of reversing disturbed
or delinquent tendencies."
"All of us have aggressions
that must be set free," the
physician said in an interview.
"If a child's are supressed, he
becomes difficult— a sense of
haplessness ensues. As he
grows older, he turns to drugs
or liquor and eventually to
outbursts of violence."
Submits Recommendations
Part one, which tests extrio.
Hutschnecker last December Lc or outer values, consists of
submitted to President Nixon—
ch phrases as "a good meal,"
who once was his patient— "slavery," "a baby," and "to
recommendations on combat- torture person in a concentrating crime by early detection of tion camp." Part two, a test of
the criminal mind through Intrinsic or Inner values, Intesting, followed by therapy. cludes phrases like "I love the
The President forwarded them beauty of the world" and "I
to the Department of Heal
curse the day I was born." For
Education and Welfare (H
the younger child, pictures are
this month. There, the propo- used in place of words.
sals were rejected alter encounThe meaning of the phrases
tering sharp criticism not only
from several HEW officials but is to be judged according to
from many professional grows, goodness or badness, placing
psychologists, psychiatrists, and the good item on top. 'The
disturbed person will stick out
sociologists.
like a sore thumb," Hutsehn‘
ker said, "invariably putting
"I was appalled at the way the bad item on top."
He added that the Hartman
the proposals were distorted
and misread," Hutschnecker test, which he said is, being
said. "I said nothing about a used by the Mexican govern'bad seed' or snatching poor ment, has correctly ghown
black children with delinquent delinquent tendencies in 6-yeartendencies from Weir homes olds in 9 out of 10 cases.
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SCOOTER SET

One ten
approxim
peeled wi

LADIES NYLON STRETCH

Big K promises a summer
full of fun
for you with our scooter
sets. You
will want to wear them
often...cool,
comfortable, non-clinging. Easy to
care for sleeveless stripe or
print *
tops. solid bottoms and polka dot 04
print sashes. In sizes 8 to 18. Assorted colors.

4

AMAICA SETS

354
Try Big K's Jamaica Sets. Fabulous
fit shorts that have stitch crease
fronts and the ease of a pull
on.
Fashion right tops such as shells
with tucked turtle necks or tank tops.
With or without belts. In sizes 8 to
18.
Solid shorts. trimmed and stripe
tops.
Popular summer colors.

BRA DRESSES
PANT DRESSES
CULOTTE DRESSES

354
duck In:eel
c
,o II.

STORE HOURS
9-9 Man.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

ACRES OF FRfiE PARKING

LADIES
SLEEVELESS

SHIRTS

LADIES

JAMAICA SHORTS

Big K has a large assortment of
cood looking, V a. style
dresses for summer wear. They are
priced to
"
9 Yau real
value.Mede of cotton poplin and cotton
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LADIES

266

The prim
was $50.0
$147.00 p

88c
You will get iota of WNW from
these Jamaica. In Denim, Cotton Or AvrII/Cotton blends.
Prints or solids. Sires to to 15

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Many, Ky.

88c

Big K has many fashionable
styles with every collar style.
Prints are solids. Permanent
Press. Sizes 32-38.

SANKAMENICAM

LADIES

SCOOTERS
Travel or play in comfort
and style. Choose from
Big K's large selection
of scooters. Priced right,
too. Sizes 8 to 18 in
prints or solids.
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